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DOES SCIENCE OFFER SOCIETY ETHICAL GITDAX'CE?

BY T. SVVAXN HARDING

AA'ERY intelligent, \i\acious, neo- Protestant girl fell in love

with a Roman Catholic youth. In time religion came up for

discussion and she was more than usuall\- bewildered when it

came to explaining just what ethical standards her own adumbrant

faith provided. In further time a Catholic priest was called upon

for adjudication and advice. A very little thereafter the young

lad\' delivered herself of something like this
—

"I believe I shall

join the Roman Catholic Church. I am not especiallv religious

;

I do not believe in God so terribly : but 1 have always felt the need

of some definite and precise ethical standard for m\- conduct and

the Roman Catholic church \er_\- decidedly and positi\elv offers

that. I am all for it."

The young ladx's predicament is a common one. That she

solved it by anticjuated means, for all religious means of ethical

solution are toda\- philosophical!}- obsolete— the Roman Catholic

perhaps to a less extent than the Protestant, being more ef^cient

—

is not especiall}' reprehensible. The church is not to be blamed.

If anyone is culpable it is the scientist. P^or the scientist has de-

liberately, in some cases, and unconscioush', but necessarilw in

others, destro}-ed the foundation of the older religious ethical

sanctions yet has often very haughtil_\- refused to cooperate in the

work of replacing this tottering structure. He does not lack ma-
terial with which to build, lie lacks onl_\- energ\-, imagination, dis-

])osition and a modicum of bravery.

Where the scientist does come out into the open toda\- he comes,

usuall}', as a Presbyterian seeking to deny the antagonism between

science and religion, rather than as a scientist offering a new doc-

trine and a new inspiration. He comes, instead, with a theological
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manifesto signed by ])r()minent citizens certif\ing to the continu-

ance of an antiquated order, or he affirms propositions whicli he

cannot demonstrate scientifically, instead of coming as the prophet

of and instructor in a new order he could so readily outline to hu-

manity.

Indeed the onus is upon him. He has procrastinated and

equivocated long enough, h^or Lincoln Steffens (Plain Talk, No-

vember, 1928) discovered a real situation when he noted that

"Ethics are professional; they differ in dift'erent occupations; and

an ethical practitioner, formed and fitted in one profession, trade,

or business, is apt to be disqualified thereby for another occupation

morally as well as technically" This should not be so. Vet it

actuall}' is so today.

Some people have a very disconcerting way of asking ques-

tions, and no wonder. One has recently asked whether there is

e\en room for ethics in modern science, whether indeed the scien-

tific viewpoint—which offers what is essentially a modern system

of practical philosophy if applied somewhat more relentlessl\- than

is customary—has a place for ethics in its operations ! The answer

is a modified affirmative. Actually science itself must be ethical

because it must respect such concepts as fact, truth, reasoning,

sinceritN', honor and impartiality. In so far as ethics is a system

of moral principles and in so far as to be moral is to be guided

b\' the highest sense of what is right and proper, true science must

be ethical and must base its operations upon ethical foundations.

But one can easily understand that the lay mind is readily mis-

led by scientific practitioners in their every day habits. There is

a very striking dichotomy between the ideals of science and the

actual practise of scientists. There is even a very striking dift'er-

ence between the highl}' ethical attitude of the research investi-

gator in his laboratory, confronting a specific problem, and his

attitude towards his own fellows in controversy, much less towards

the world at large. What slight contact the laic makes with science

is necessarily made via certain men who stand out as scientists in

the lay mind, for instance physicians, and via certain other rare

investigators whose publicity sense somewhat over-shadows or

masks the technique of their purely scientific achievements.

This question is important in a socalled scientific age and it

merits examination. At the very start certain propositions seem
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basic. It is rather generally agreed that society can only achieve

more perfect order in so far as enlightened social consciousness is

so aroused in ordinary men that it triumphs over the more selfish

tvpes of anarchistic individualism our American ])olitical ])hiloso-

phy has so long and so mistakenly emphasized. It is also Cjuite

apparent that certain groups of men are able to organize them-

seKes into associations which, while ])ossessing the \irtues of or-

ganized, unified action. \ et preserve individualism rather completel\-

and carefullv. Thus we find, for instance, such functioning or-

ganizations of, let us say,—thieves, ])oliticians, merchants, lav.xers,

theologians, physicians and pure scientists. It will be agreed, no

doubt, that in this list we have a rising crescendo of excellence.

It is also apparent that until scientists have achieved the ver}- high-

est attainable ethics the\' cannot hoi)e to have a surplus to pass

along to the orders below to helj) them upward.

\\'ith these specific groups selected to simplif\- the problem and

with these general assumptions in mind—recognizing that the\- are

assumptions and do not constitute a proved case—let us examine

the orders mentioned in a somewhat cursory way. Thereafter let

us see what we can honestly conclude as a result of our examina-

tion.

It has often been said that there is honor among thieves. We
shall here endeavor to separate thieves from politicians, assuming

them to be actual or detected, not potential or undetected, criminals.

The difi^erentiation does have certain significance however ill de-

fined. Before detection criminals have ver\' definite codes of lnjnor

among themselves. Though anti-social in a large sense the\- are,

within their group, usually honorable and ethical. I'ut this order

is maintained by condign and swift punishment and it is involun-

tary; it therefore has little concern for us here, except as this sub-

group afifects society and as society afifects it.

Curiously enough primitive man appears not to have punished

what we call crime. ( Sutherland

—

Criiniiwloc/x. ) We are told

that "even if a person killed his father, which was generalh* re-

garded as a horrible offense, he was not punished b\' the other

members or even by the tribe ; the members of the family felt that

since the family had already been weakened by the loss of one

member, it would be foolish to weaken it still further bv injuring

the ofir'ender. The\- looked upon such acts, howe\er, with great
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surprise and disgust." You will observe, however, a lack of vin-

dictixeness or desire to teach a lesson or inculcate restraint in oth-

ers bv repeating the homicide with state sanction.

A\'issler. writing of American aborigines, stresses the fact that

children were controlled b}- admonition and ridicule and. as Mal-

inowski also observes, were seldom or never chastised. "In fact

the whole control of the local group in aboriginal da\s seems to

have been exercised b\- admonition and mild ridicule instead of by

force and punishment." Yet savage societies were not disrupted

by powerful stresses ; the\- were stable and efficient in social con-

trol. \\'e appear to have forgotten something as we became "civ-

ilized." We have forgotten that stable society and a minimum of

crime spring from spontaneous self-discipline which, in turn, arises

from a social esprit dc corps we very largely lack in America today.

In a characteristically delightful essay Albert Ja_\' Xock once

insisted (In The American Mercury) that an improvement in man-

ners could alone effect the moral reforms we so nai\el\- hope to

effect b\' restrictive legislation. This spontaneous, self-regulating

mechanism is the one the scientist uses in his laboratory ( not neces-

sarih- towards his wife) and it can build up our social esprit de

corps to the point where anti-social acts would be inhibited by the

fact that individuals could ai)preciate the disastrous consecjuences

of such acts without being under duress. In short, when taxicab

drivers are heard profanely admonishing their more im]ietuous col-

leagues to observe the traffic lights though no policeman is in sight

it becomes obvious that almost any human can profit by scientific

ethics if he knows what it is.

The scientific attitude will alone produce the social excellencies

impotent reformers merel\- preach. Preaching is useless ; punish-

ment is irrational, non-deterrant, profound!}' unscientific and mani-

fe>tl\' ineffective. The only scientific attitude to apply to criminals

is that applied toda\- to the insane and to }oung but mentall}- normal

delinquents in our more advanced juvenile courts. This consists

merely in an impartial, exhaustive study of the social causes for

the individual's mal-adjustment to societ}' (which is all that crime

is ) and an effort to produce conditions under which such mal-

adjustment no longer occurs. This procedure is so simple and

rational as to be almost startling, \et we habitualh' follow doctrinal
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and emontional i)rocedures which are as anachronistic as they are

futile.

Of course there are types wliicli simi)]\- cannot adjust to so-

ciety as it is. Considering our social chaos they may he very sane

t\pes indeed. They need segregation for life under intelligent

supervision, unless the\- learn the technique of adjustment %vith

passing vears. \)y that we mean that they must learn so to con-

trol what is usualK an emotional instability which renders them

too anti-social to be abroad in our societ\- as at present constituted.

That society is imperfect enough, it is true. Therefore a "crime"

is not an absolute e\il : indeed science knows no absolute evil save

dishonesty. A crime is simpl\- the failure of an individual cell to

adjust harmoniously for life as a unit in our present social organ-

ism. What was once crime—printing a book, believing in the cir-

culation of the blood, driving with reins, having gold in the house,

selling coins to foreigners— is no longer crime and anti-social acts

of todaA'—inditierence to quarantine, sanitary-, factory, traffic or

"prohibition" regulations—was not crime in past }ears. J kit to live

successful!}' in this society individuals must learn mental and emo-

tional self-discipline. Therefore we maintain young criminals in

close association with experts under highly unnatural conditions

and consider them lost souls because they do not return to society

models of ethical perfection.

A stud\' of .hiicricaii Prisons and Reformatory Instituflons

;

A Report bv Af. Liepmann, Professor of Criminolog}', University

of Hamburg, would illustrate what scientific prison control can do

with criminals. The Xew Castle County \\'orkhouse at W'ilming-

ton is a case in point. Here the principle of self-government for

prisoners has been realized to a greater extent than anywhere else

in the world and as a result the inmate leaves the ])rison ready for

life outside. Three guards, two by da_\' and one at night, control

the entire 400-500 prisoners and the maintenance of order is en-

tirel}' in the control of the inmates. They live peacabl}' in bar-

racks, do the work, are paid for it, indulge in all sorts of social and

other activities, do not attempt to escape, collaborate with the ot^-

cials in their own regeneration and often return to the institution

for friendly visits after lea\ing it. Delaware has onl\- this one

penal institution and it has made a citizen factory of it.

We ha\e dealt rather exhaustiveK' with this kjwest class of so-
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ciet\ hul can handle the intermediate orders more briefly, concen-

trating again on the scientists, presumed to inhabit the top layer.

Making the ver\- slight transition from thieves to politicians there

is little new to saw We of course live in a plutocracw Santa-

yana's ideal "international community with universal free trade,

extreme dixision of labor, and no unproductive consumption" is not

\et. As Oppenheimer has it concisely in The State—"In principle,

there are now, as before, only two classes to be distinguished: one

a ruling class, which acquires more of the total product of the

labor of the people—the economic means—than it has contributed,

and a subject class, which obtains less of the resultant wealth than

it has contributed." The research scientist, be it noted, still serves

in the subject class todaw This is the class of which J. A. liobson

writes
—

'Tt is not so much that these people are robbed of their

property bv their superiors in economic strength, but rather that

they are prevented from producing property which they can have

no securitv of holding for their own uses." Brooks Adams goes

further and remarks flatly
—

"In the United States capital has long

owned the leading universities by right of purchase, as it has owned

the highways, the currency, and the press, and capital has used the

universities, in a general way, to develop capitalistic ideas."

When you consider a scientific or functional societ\' it is at

once evident that the politician is an anachronism. R. H. Taw^ne}-

thus defines such a society
—"A society which aimed at making the

acquisition of wealth contingent upon the discharge of social obli-

gations, which sought to proportion remuneration to service and

denied it to those by whom no service was performed, which in-

quired first not what men {H)ssess but what they can make or create

or achieve, might be called a Functional Society, because in such

a societ}' the main subject of social emphasis would be the per-

formance of social functions."

Since plutocracy depends upon the politician of today so to

mitigate the severity of the plutocratic whiplash that the people

may think they rule themselves, politicians can have no ethics worth

consideration. The financial powers regard a politician as efficient

when he is just sufficiently clever to press their advantage as far

as is humanly possible without ever reaching what economists call

the "incentive limit" at which point a populace loses patience, sees

the light and mutters in revolt. In a rich country this job is rela-
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tivelv easv and even a poor politician can become a distinguished

senator while a man of brains may sometimes apply his intelligence

to the problems of the people quite liberally before he is called to

task bv his masters. The dubious compromises with the "incentive

limit" are interpreted to the masses as fatherly concern for their

welfare, and the s}stem easily flourishes in a country richly en-

dowed with natural wealth— so easil\- that the overseers can afiford

to be generous in small things and often drop rather large crumbs

from their tables. Howe's Confcssio7is of a Reformer will portray

the politician in this aspect to any who wish to pursue the subject.

It is apparent then, that we can expect from the jwliticians

only the devious ethics of sychophantic buffers and pliable tools

and the intelligence of a Uryan (as Pitkin portra\s it in Tztnlight

of the America)! Mind) or a Roosevelt, (as his friend, O. K. Davis,

so innocentlv gives it away in Released for Puhlication. That is

what we get. W'e can expect nothing more until societ\- is reor-

ganized on a scientific basis. It remains today antiquated in or-

ganization and approaches chaos merely because machine civiliza-

tion has outrun our intellectual abilit}' to solve social problems by

at least a century.

We turn to merchants. Certain commercial organizations have

been sufficientl}' astute to discover the economic value of profes-

sional attitudes and higher standards of ethics. But the attitude is

still rare in business and industry. Yet, as Laski says ( Grammar

of Politics" )

—"That element of service is integral to the idea of a

profession ; it is not yet integral to the idea of business enterprise.

A\'e do not hold a boot-manufacturer to the use of such qualities

of leather as will make good boots. \\'e do not inquire if a clothier

has used shoddy material in the suits he sells." Yet we do exact

certain standards of competence in doctors, in lawyers, in dentists,

and we even have barber's colleges and schools of automobile me-

chanics and radio technicians. But business must be brought vol-

untaril\- to adopt this professional attitude in the end. for nothing

permanent can be accomplished by legislative demands.

Of course certain business houses do sporadically develop high

morale. Certain department stores are highl}' ethical in their deal-

ings but either because they thought it would pa}' in the beginning

or found it did pay in the end. All business and all industry can

only be regulated and standardized by professionalism. This is not
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an impossible ideal provided the ethics are somewhere being de-

veloped right now. Merchants and manufacturers have often

shown a surprising disposition to cooperate with rather than to

rebel against partially scientific regulatory demands made upon

them bv the government in such things as pure food laws. Indeed

they often come voluntarily to see whether a projected product

will conform to regulations, but usually profit and not service nat-

urallv calls the pace. This is natural, at the present stage of ethical

development.

In a free market relative economic scarcit}' tends to determine

prices, not quality or anything else. It also governs the t}'pe and

amount of production and goods showing the largest margin be-

tween the cost of production and selling price will obviously pre-

dominate in such a market. They will be produced regardless of

their inherent value and of crying need of less "profitable" goods.

This svstem naturally fails to evolve the most desirable scheme of

production because money demand is never synonymous with real

need so long as there are rich consumers competing with the poor

and demands can be "created" by advertising. For money cost

differs altogether from social cost and luxur}' cars may be built

while bread is scarce. Finally market equilibrium breaks down,

crises and maladjustments follow, yet these breaks, as Maurice

Dobbs savs, are due to specific conditions in capitalistic society and

not to the character of market exchange per se. However, it is

apparent, that no high ethics can even be expected from business

and industry under such conditions.

We come to lawyers about whom scarcely more needs to be

done than to recommend Arthur Train's On the Trail of the Bad

Men where the situation of this profession in our present society

is tellinglx- portrayed. We have no right to expect high social

ethics here. While in police departments, reformatories, peni-

tentiaries, homes for the weak minded and schools for incorrigibles

—to which law\ers send the anti-social elements—do at times make

successful attempts to develop an ethical morale which is self-dis-

ciplinary, the very nature of the lawyer's business prevents him

from going very far in this direction professionally.

I le also is an anachronism. Not only will lawyers be prac-

tically eliminated from a scientific functional society, it is an actual

fact by their own admission that they could be cut to one-third in
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number if the present les^al business of this countr\- were transacted

in a sensible, reasonable, lojj;ical manner. lUit the source of their

income leads them to protest such rationalization. They have gone

so far that the\ will disbar a colleague convicted of crime, though

they still constantl\' refuse to disbar one known to be just as

guilty so long as he has escaped conviction. This is what we should

expect.

In the law\er we have really come upon another incarnation of

the politician because he is the equivocal servant of an anti(|uated

society which seeks to perpetuate its obsolete self for the benefit

of itself. It never questions its own value to itself. What or who
would? The lawyer does not serve scientifically. He serves em-

piricallx' and often, at the behest of more i)ov\erful forces, he acts

to belabor or to impede scientific research and the advance of

knowledge itself. An examination of government reports will con-

stantly make it apparent how the lawyer-politician type continualh'

interferes with legitimate scientific achievement. He defers re-

forestation by opposing national forests ; he impedes the construc-

tion of public bridges and holds out for high-priced, high-tolled

private structures on public highways ; he finds a thousand and one

things more ad\antageous than a soil survey which is intrinsicalK-

more valuable than two-thii-ds of the things a law\er suggests: he

lays a restraining hand upon the publication of the results of labor-

atory investigation wherein they might ini'ure business and ad\ er-

tising though the}' would enlighten the people who paid for the

work enormouslw So long as this is true legal societies can be no

more than relatively- ethical and it is vain to expect more of them
or to reprehend them for being what the}- must be.

\\ hen we come to the theologians we again face the same prob-

lem of an antiquated profession resolutel}- facing the past in a

society which moves inevitably towards more fundamental scientific

organization. So true is this that when Pitkins {TwUif/hf of the

American Mind) declares there is no work toda}' for a single first-

class intellect in this entire profession, and liberall}' quotes a min-

ister's confession of his normal da}-'s work from Harpers in 1928

to support his contention, we are almost compelled to believe him.

Theologians are already anachronistic. This is no particular dis-

credit to them. There is no cause for recrimination. ]\lan\- estim-

able and sincere men in all ages have conscientiouslv faced the
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past and refused to embrace the present or peer into the future.

lUinded men. no matter how intelligent or sincere, walk in circles.

Hut theology represents a mental attitude which sought to solve

practical problems by inspirational methods. This is the confusion

of values which might induce rural farmers to pray to God for

deliverance from an insect scourge rather than to appeal to the

State Department or the U. S. Bureau of Entomology. Such con-

fusion of values is basically unethical. The practical problems

of society are amenable to scientific solution only, \et Detroit min-

isters and believers prayed in their churches for the unemployed in

1927 ! Inspirational methods are out of date. We know better

if we can but bring ourselves to apply our knowledge. Religion,

in so far as it has raisond'etre, has it as pure mysticism—personal

absorption into the .Absolute Ego. It has no documentary or so-

cial! v functional value. .Attempts to make it work for its Jiving

must end abortively. Hence associations of clergymen can only

be expected to argue about inconsequential doctrinal quibbles or to

act like bad politicians— for they lack cleverness and political in-

tuition in dealing with social problems. Hence we can expect little

ethical enlightenment in this sector.

Experience in the scientific ])rofessions, however,—which are

obligated to the very highest ethical standards— also indicates that

we are far from daring to place a general reliance upon esprit de

corps as an efficient social self-discipline. Not only are individuals

in these professions often devious personally but in association

with each other they are too frequently so corrupted by the low

\alues of an acquisitive societx' that they forget scientific standards

in their collective deportment.

The attitude of the medical ])r(jfession ma\' easily be summed

up. Healing as it does with science it has dawned upon individual

physicians that ethical standards are imperative, that certain things

must be prohibited or discountenanced even though such practices

ma\- be legal. So it is that some physicians exact from themselves

almost as high a standard as the oath of Hippocrates framed thou-

sands of \ears ago. Thus fee splitting is no more reprehensible

in the e\e (;f the law than is taking a commission on a bond deal

or an insurance policy or a profit on a funeral. When a man takes

his friend to a broker or real estate dealer and a sale results, he

expects and will gladl} take from the broker a split or commission
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which his friend reall\ paid lie feels no depraxitN. lUil ])hysi-

cians have ohserxed that it makes lor poor or unnecessary surj^ery

when a iiractitioner can exact a sj)lit of tlie surt^^eon's fee on e\er\-

operation he i)ersiiades liis ])atienls to ha\e. i'ee sj)littin,!4' occurs

widely—as the hrave editor of the Medical Journal and Record

displaced in an o])en forum for doctors he conducted in his ;r)ages

in 1928, but the medical association officially ij^nores this and has

little to sa\' about fees.

Why? liecause in such an organization

—

which is actualK and

of necessity rather a trade ji;uil{l than a scientific societx'—ethical

easily becomes synonymous with ex])edient or "in a ])rescril)ed

manner." This is so in medical adxertisinj.;- which is not based,

even in the society's own pet journal, upon the c|uaht\- of the ])rod-

uct, but upon the fact that it is restricting its ad\ertising exclu-

si\ely to physicians. Actually man\- of the thera])eutic ao"ents ad-

vertised are perfectly im]X)tent and \alueless. While the associa-

tion leads the ph\ sician to beliexe that all ad\ertising- in his journal

represents therapeutic agents of established scientific merit, this

is not so at all, to the great detriment of healing. .\nd of course

the medical association cannot ])ossibly gain anything financiall\-

from the ad\ertisement and sale to laymen of a remedw no matter

how good and si)ecitic that remedy is! Such ])rocedure ma\- be

"ethical" in a certain trade sense, but it is not ethical in the dic-

tionary sense of the word.

Again you will find that the medical association will list as a

fellow an_\- ])h}sician wh() pa_\s his dues, and will star those who
say they are specialists. Yet intimate conversation with an\- ])h\si-

cian friend will disclose that they, if competent themselves, are

rushed to death by reason of the mistakes and incom])etence of

other specialists or fellows of the association, liut can the\- openl\-

advise people who are and who are not really good pln'sicians?

They cannot. That is grossl\- unethical and would result in their

censure. Indeed the association itself rigidly refuses as a matter

of policy to point out good ph}sicians when appealed to to do so

because that would be "unethical."

The fact that second, third and fourth rate men nuist be ad-

mitted to the profession as comjietent. all around ])h\sicians, as it

is at present organized explains such breaches of ethics and the

professional antipath}- towards science. Of course, if scientiticalK-
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organized, a few first rate minds would direct the medical service

of each community and would have organized under them tonsil

mechanics and tongue lookers v^ho could do a specific task well but

are lost when it comes to general diagnosis. At present, however,

when ex-presidents of the American Medical Association and the

present Editor of its Journal proclaim that medicine is an art. and

not a science and seek to make us believe that every fifth rate prac-

titioner is a noble intellect, antipathy to science is natural.

For science weeds out incompetence and strengthens ethics in

so far. Quite naturally Harry H. Moore's well documented and

wise studv of medical disorganizati(Ki in this country

—

American

Medicine and the People's Health—was damned by the ordained

society reviewer with very faint praise and its appendix

—

Is Medi-

cine Usually Practised Scientifically':' was denouncetl as "an un-

balanced, irrational assault on modern medical ])ractice that should

never have been published anywhere. Its inclusion in the book is

perhaps another indictment of ^Iv. Moore's judgment." The arti-

cle was by a physiological chemist (the present writer) and begged

for more science in medicine. Yet, of Mr. Moore's masses of in-

controvertible facts and statistics the medical journal said "Even

the selection of these items has been apparently planned with a view

to casting great discredit on the practice of medicine as it exists

today!"

Discredit needs to be cast and can be, but Mr. ]\loore was em-

inently fair and scientific in his procedure. Ikit when }ou mean by

"ethical" what is scientifically good, true and useful, aou naturally

come into \iolent conflict with a professional society in so far as

it resembles a trade guild. The article by ^I. L. Harris, M. D.,

in the Xov. 26, 1927, Journal of the American Medical Association

and entitled "Medical Economics" will prove to those who wish to

investigate that trade guild here predominates over science. Medi-

cine as at present organized does not dare go over to science, which

would demand conii)lete reorganization on a scientific basis and a

total revision of ethics. Such reorganization, however, will almost

necessarily demand the control of an aroused and alert social con-

sciousness for reasons given by this paragrai:)h from Graham Wal-
las' ,lrl of Thoiujht.
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"T.ut the whole histon of professional organization since

the 'guild' system of the late Middle Ages shows that if a

monopoly of service is given to the persons on the register

of an\- profession, and the right to admit to and remove from

that register is given to a body consisting of representatives

elected by the profession, the right of registration will be j)ri-

marily used to secure the interests of the existing members
of the profession, as producers, against the rest of the com-

munit\-. then li\-ing or still to be born, as consumers. In

drawing up. for instance, conditions of admission, the desire

to raise salaries b\- restricting members will always prove

more influential with the voting majorit\' than the desire,

which will be constantly proclaimed and often sincerely felt,

to increase professional efficiency. And the discipline enforced

bv the right to remove names from the register will, as years

go on. aim mainly at the protection of members of the profes-

sion from such a competition among themselves or from out-

siders as shall increase the severity of the effort needed to

secure a livelihood in the profession. The terms 'j^-ofessional

ethics" and 'professional reasons' have, indeed, acciuired in the

legalh' self-regulating professions, and in the \oluntary or-

ganizations which in fact control many legall\- unregulated

professions, a peculiar and unmistakable."

A careful and thoughtful ])erusal of this paragraph will exi)lain

whatever else we need to know about the present ethic^ of the

medical association, its attitude towards science and towards (|uack

interlopers as well as towards those who would reorganize it lo

function scientihcalK' in an alertly self-conscious society. We may

pass on then to the rarified realm of scientists themsehes.

l'"or we must take the case to this court of last resort before

we complete our stud_\". The experimental scientist is dedicated to

truth, to facts and to high standards of honor; it is his duty to be

unemotional, impersonal, im])artial and just, in so far as this is

humanU' possible, and he normallx' is in his attitude toward his own
experimental results, liut it is just as true that, in a majorit\- of

cases, he is as unbalanced, as ])rejudiced. as emotional and as un-

fair as the next man in his attitude towards the work of his rix'als,

in his dealings with other scientists and in his attitude towards

life outside the lal)oratory.

Twenty years personal experience in the inner recesses of this

profession leads the writer to say that more anecdotal evidences

of scientific jeal(nisies, clicjues. de\iou> ethical procedures and de-
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liberate over or under emphasis could be recorded here than he

cares or intends to relate. There is this for guidance—the attitude

of the intelligent and sincere investigator towards observations

and experiments he performs to formulate a hypothesis. Then

he is at his best. His hypothesis formed he tends almost inevitabl}-

to make it a doctrine and, in spite of himself, to view inimical facts

with a jaundiced eye. But, what is far worse, he too frequently

lends himself to petty emotional attitudes and predominantl\- doffs

his scientific attitude with his laborator\- coat when he goes out

into the world. He has, in the scientific method, the thing with

which to rebuild the world. He needs first to refashion himself in

accordance with its specifications and then to take the \iew])oint

boldly out into the world of men.

"Scientific method," writes Karl Pearson ( Graiiunar of Sci-

ence) "consists in the careful and often laborious classification of

facts, in the comparison of their relationships and sequences, and

finallv in the discovery by aid of the disciplined imagination of a

brief statement or formula, which in a few words resumes a wide

range of facts." This requires tolerance, objectification, suspended

judgment, siii cuiiipose, and rigid impartialit}', besides honor and

humor. Jt in short demands the ver}- highest ethical standard and

one which should be applied first to scientific societies and then

given to mankind at large for guidance.

What is done? Consider this bit of advertising which appeared

in the "News Edition" of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry,

organ of the American Chemical Society, Dec. 10, 1927. Employ-

ers were first informed that all good modern chemists were mem-
bers of the societ}', which is of course untrue, because all chemists

who were interested in their profession and were what they ought

to be, joined—which is also untrue. The employer was then asked

this: "Are your chemists among the number? A\'e shall be glad

to inform }'OU. Membership keeps them in tcnich with the pro-

fessicjii and its development. This insures their value to \()U."

This is patently the sort of advertisement we should reasonabh-

expect from some trade union in the lower intellectual ranks. A
more grossly unethical and unscientific exhibit could scarceh' be

jtroduced. As a matter of fact membership in the American

Chemical Society merely indicates that a man has some sort of

connection with chemistry in some tenuous or real way and that he is
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disposed to pay his dues. It artiues nothins^- whatt-ver as to his

competence. Vet the employer, who may beheve this, is suhtlx led

to infer that all good chemists belong to the society and that those

who do not are incomj^etent,—which is devious, unethical and in-

decent in implication. iMnally he is offered gratuitous j)rivate

sleuthing to determine the status of his men in this matter. Trul\-

the organization is after members by hook or crook and is willing

to insult scientific ethical standards to secure them.

Consider also the following announcement made by the same

presumabK- "scientific" bod\' before the spring meeting of vhe

American Chemist's Union in 1928. Remembering that a trul\'

scientific body is dedicated to the pursuit of truth and to its widest

possible dissemination to all who will hear and learn, consider this

announcement to prospective guests of the bo(l\- at its trade con-

clave :

"The council has voted that the policy of the Society re-

garding attendance and participation in its general, divisional,

and regional meetings shall be as follows :

(a) Attendance at meetings is limited to registered indi-

viduals.

(b) All individuals in registering shall state whether or

not they are members of the Societ}', and if not, whether they

are chemists.

(c) American chemists non-members of the Society shall

assist in the support of the facilities which they enjoy by pay-

ing a higher registration fee than members and being furn-

ished with a special non-member badge to dififerentiate them
from members of the Society and from foreign and non-
chemist guests.

(d) Papers by American chemists not members of the So-
ciety shall not appear on its programs unless the\- are joint

papers with Society members."

This is gross. It is in part due to our present social and eco-

nomic swstem that a scientific body so far forgets itself as to brand

non-member guests and forbid them to present pai)ers, no matter

how excellent. FJut devotion to the ideals and ethics of science

should enable a bod\- of men even to overcome the incubus of an

ac(iuisitive society. It can and does do so. While you cannot ex-

pect high ethics in the American Chemical Society as evidenced

by the facts given }0U do find them in other societies.
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"The Society for Experimental P.iology and }^Iedicine" is ready

and willing to hear papers from non-members. The writer attests

this from personal experience. The "American Society of Biologi-

cal Chemists" welcomes visitors and is totally uncommercialized

;

the same holds for the "American Physiological Society" and for

other bodies which could readily be named did space permit. It

is still possible for a group of scientists to organize in pursuit of

truth, to require onl\- intellectual worth as prerequisite to member-

ship and to avoid cliques, emotions and commercial methods. They

can and do then make a serious, totally disinterested effort to

achieve high ethical standards, and their professional standing is

likewise high and marked b\ an esprit de corps which evokes irre-

proachable conduct spontaneously. That is what can be and is

done.

Or again, takt- the action of twenty-three men eminent in the

field of public health when the\- thought the Mayor of Chicago had

dismissed a competent and excellent Health Commissioner. Dr.

Herman X. I'.undesen. in order to appoint his untrained, personal

physician to the important office. They published a statement flay-

ing this "sacrifice of the lives of the citizens of Chicago to ]X)litical

exploitation and personal whims" and said "The action of the

]\Iayor of Chicago strikes a blow at the most fundamental principles

of good government. It should meet with prompt and vigorous

rebuke from all i)eoi)le of Chicago who care for the reputation of

their citv and it should stimulate citizens e\er}-where to see that

cit_\- charters are amended so as to make such interference with

good health administration impossible in their own communities."

This shows how the im])act of true scientific standards may be

brought to bear ujion social i)roblems.

Disparagement of societies qua societies is not intended in this

l)resentation. Let that be insisted. All societies have their raison

d'etre. Trade unions are useful, respectable, above criticism—
but just so long as they claim to be trade unions and do not seek

to disguise them>el\'es as scientific organizations. Higher ethical

standards do ncnv ])revail in those societies which are most scientific

and least commercialized. Thus trade union groups and the chem-

ical societ}' will freely ])ermit conduct which would revolt better

professional groups : commercialized ])rofessional groups, in turn,
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permit conduct revolting to organizations made ui) of ])ure scien-

tists and conducted scientitically.

Objection will certainly be made tbat so man\- evils exist in

the ordinar\- spheres of life that we should refrain from all adxerse

criticism of such comparatively excellent groups as chemists and

physicians. The objection is not valid. People in general cannot

be expected to improve in morale, attain social consciousness and

self-disciplined conduct unless and until the most intelligent and

advanced sub-groups earnestly seek to improve their own status as

much as possible. It is freely granted that we have far to go be-

fore we can professionalize commerce, industry and business and

criticism comes easv there. Ikit the fact remains that those who
engage in these lines of activitx' are not, on the average, as highly

intelligent as those who engage in medicine and science. There-

fore, while they can be expected to improve themselves at their

own status, the obligation rests just as hea^•ily upon the upper

orders to improve themselves at theirs.

*rhat is really the onl\- way to conquer the crime wa\e, which

is such an annoyance just now. Sutherland in Criiiiinolojix re-

marks that "Public opinion in pre-literate society made it ]:)ractic-

all}' impossible to commit crime. . . (but) . . . public opinion in

present societ}' not onl}' puts no such impassable barriers .around

the individual, but gi\-es him glorihed examples, makes him belie^'e

that crime is customary, breaks down the legal influences. It is

probable that the principle reason for the differences in frequen-

cies of crime in the United States and Canada or England is this

public opinion." The ethics of science percolating through our

entire societ}- would produce and formulate a public opinion which

would make crime as impossible as deliberate falsification in the

presentation of scientific results to a scientihc bod_\' is toda\- in the

United States.

Besides, the girl we mentioned in the first paragrajjh has a

right to guidance. She has a right to expect science to formulate

a system of practical ethics, for science has the method and the

knowledge and is gaining power dail}-. Put so far it lacks the

courage and the disposition to undertake this work or even thor-

oughly to clean its own house. AA'hat can we expect of the masses
so long as science itself holds back? Profound students of social

conditions now see clearly that better morals can onl\- evolve bv
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the evocation in individuals of such vokmtarv standards of conduct

that satisfactorv group Hfe becomes possible. This cannot be ac-

complished by compulsion, punishment or retributive "justice."

It can only be accomplished by the same sort of definitely standard-

ized and impelling public opinion which sees to it that we do not

eat with our knives or fight duels or befoul the public streets and

this can onlv occur in so far as ethical standards seep downward

from higher up.

Then there must be high ethics up above. Higher sub-groups

must be non-commercialized, must place service and social duty

first, must formulate ethical doctrines for general use. There, at

the apex of society, there must be a conscious, deliberate and very

sincere effort to attain the highest possible standards of group

conduct, both with reference to the sub-group (or profession) and

societv as a whole. If low standards rule above, society as a whole

has little to hope for. Our case therefore rests upon the willing-

ness of our best groups to accept adverse criticism intelligently, to

profit thereb\', to live on a high ethical plane and to formulate

ethical doctrines for mass application.



THE FUXDAMEXTALS OF UTDDHISTIC PHILOSOPHY
BY REV. TAI-HSU

I. The CoxcKPTiox of Wody axd Life of the L'xiverse

TME Puddhistic teachings i)ro])agated in many countries and

ramitied in different schools agree in general and essential prin-

ciples relating to the conception of Body and Life.

The r>od\' is the manifold organization of dififerent accomplish-

ments of the inner and outer causes ( Karma ). The Life is a unified

"Continuation" { Kofitinuuin ) , which now ceases and then comes into

existence. This unified Continuation of Life is so created that it

exhausts itself. I fowe\er, as soon as it exhausts itself, it arises

again ; thus the old and the new change. The A'aried organization

is able to disintegrate, but- as soon as one decomposes, another

unites; therefore the many different transformations appear.

The totality of all isolated objects composes the universe. The

universe taken in detail composes the objects. \\ orld and objects

compose together all single forms of P)od\- and Life; therefore, they

are within the organization which, now disinteg'rating and then

uniting, exists in many formed transformations, and likewise within

the now exhausted, then newly recreated, power of the permanent

change from old and new. Xow this will be established in detail.

b^rom the s_\stem of fixed stars to the starry sea. and from the

atom to the electron, there are no reall\- independent bodies. .Ml

simply go to compose the varied organization efl:'ected b\- the inner

and outer Causes. Likewise, there is no form which is stable in

itself. All is the unified "Continuation" which now ceases and then

comes into being. In this "Continuation" is also to be found the

appearance of the disintegration and the decomposition of the or-

ganization and of the Exhaustion and rise of the power. Thus we
know that the eternal substance is nothing other than Pody and

Life. This can be pro\ed according to physical principles. Xot onlv
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we humans, closely bound together, but also the saurians lying far

back. the extremely small bacteria and the old well rooted giant trees

are all formed bv the organizations of accomplishments of inner and

outer causes, and are realized through the unified Continuation

which ceases and then comes again into existence. One is able to

glimpse the power of recreation and reproduction in the change of

old and new. One can consider the disintegration and the new for-

mation of the organization in the manifold transformations. There-

fore, it is clear and lucid that the single living being is nothing other

than the single Body and the single Life. That is ])roven according

to biological teachings.

The germ is the inner Cause ( Causalit_\- ) and the ostensible

c|ualities and the excitement of the senses are the outer Causes

I Aftinit\). \\'hen the germ ceases, the r)eing comes into existence.

If the germ grows, the Heing expires. This api)arent becoming and

ceasing alwaxs continue through many moments. This manifold or-

ganization and the unified power has been known to us for a long

time through the isolated perceptions of each of our five senses.

Thus each imj^ression presents itself to our consciousness as a "Body

and Life." This is the view from a psychological standpoint.

A familx', a sect, a trades union, a scientific association, a political

])art\', a state, a nation and a world are nothing more than the mani-

fold organization and the unified historical Continuation. The \aria-

tion originates by means of division and transformation. The old

and the new arise through cessation and reproduction. Therefore,

each group of society which exists in the world is a "llody and

Life." This is shown b\- sociological teachings.

All proceedings can be easily explained according to these fotu"

theories (physical, biological, psychological and sociological ). Ac-

cordingly, all things of the world are "liody and Life." It is not the

single Body and the single Life but the manifold "liod\' and Lives"

which are in a mutual relationship. F.ven though we already know
this, ne\-ertheless it is not }'et clear to us whether the identical "Body

and Li\es" ])ossess diiTerent standards of \alue and where the

original ])Ower of the change from old to new is located.

The "r.ody and Lives" of all difi'erent beings have originated

through our conception of man and animal as one biological division.

The "l!ody and Life" in ])h\sics and in ])s\chology is likewise one

di\ision of the entire "liodx and Life." Plants themselves do not
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vet possess consciousness. llie animal alone is the first to lia\e

these elements in itself, but its faculty is not fully developed.

Therefore, among all living beings on the earth, man is the onl\- one

whom we can term a perfect being of "Body and Life" and in the

whole uni\erse "lUiddha" is the only one. Man is the beginning of

the perfect "P)ody and Life"' and lUiddha is the com])letion of the

same. There lies a wide gap and many different steps between

man antl Ikiddha. Idiat is the diverse standard of "Hody and I^ife."

Each animal has within itself complete elements of 'T)ody and Life."

Everv "Body and Life" has a complete facult_\- which contains in the

occult a power to live, namel\- the Ala_\a. It has controlling power

because of its eternal efficac}-. A higher development is attained by

means of its consciousness, which is able to ins])ire. h'rom the

organisms of animals as well as of all plants and minerals, to the

inconceivablv great universe, all possess this creative Ala_\a and the

concept of the senses which is capable of development. They act

reciprocally and are the original power of the dying and re\iving

transformations. A system of fixed stars experiences a transition

from existence to decline, to non-existence and then to revival.

These are the general fecundations of the original ])Ower of the

innumerable Alayas. The single living being has a transformation

from life to death to concealment and to rebirth. This is the single

impregnation of the original power of the single Ala\a. Through

this w^e are able to recognize wherein lies the original power of

transformation of the total "Body and Lives."

IL De.\d and Livix'g "Body-Life"

As already mentioned above, all beings are "Single-Body-Life."

Is there beside the positive "Body-Life" W'hich is comprehensible to

us, a negative "Body-Life" (Not "Bod\-Life" ) from which arises

the positive "Body-Life"? If we give a negative answer to this

cjuestion, then there is no longer a beginning for the now perceptible

"Body-Life." Where there is no beginning, there is no ending.

Thus it is always in a living and continuously moving condition of

transformation. Therefore, each "P)ody-Life" is an eternal and

living "Body-Life."

If. however, we say that there is besides the positive "Body-

Life," a negative "Body-Life" and that this is the origin of the

former, then it is decidedly different from the phenomenon which is
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made through experience. There is another dead matter which is of

neitlier the organization of different inner and outer Causes, nor of

the Continuation which ceases and then comes into being. This

dead matter remains ever an immovable dead matter whether it is

cliaracterized as a simple or a manifold matter, as a God, as an Ego,

or as the consciousness of all things. How^ a life of the "Body-

Life" with changing transformations can arise from such a negative

"Bodv-Life.'" that is from dead matter, is inexplicable by logic. If,

perhaps, it were possible according to the teachings of monotheism

and atomism, that the entire living "Body-Lives" could be created or

formed from such dead matter, then this perceptible living "Body-

Life" must have an ending because it has a beginning. IJefore the

beginning and after the ending, it is solely dead matter. If the

beginning came from death and if the end goes to death, then the

living "B)odv-Life" which is existent in a short space of time re-

mains equal to death. Even in this short space of time of the living

"Bodv-Life." the real-body is composed of dead matter, and the

living "Bod\-Life" is only ap])earance. Then it itself must, during

its lifetime, be only dead matter. In view of this, therefore, every

"B>odv-Life" must be an eternally dead "Body-Life."

Buddhistic i)hilos()])hy, that is to say. AIaha_\anistic teaching,

(whether of the Sing or Siang school) maintains that everx- "liody-

Life" is an eternally living "Body-Life" without either beginning or

end. It condemns all beliefs arising from s|)iritualism, egoism,

materialism and idealism which posit all "Body-Lives" as having

their beginning and end in dead matter, and the material body of the

dead "Body-Life" as being composed of dead matter.

In contrast to this. Hinayanistic teaching opposes onl\- the real

Ego among animals. It supports the contention that every object

possesses a real body. This is denied by ]\Iaha_\anism. According

to Mahayanistic teaching, there is neither a real Ego nor a real

bod\- : the only living form is the living "P)ody-Li\'es" which mater-

ialize in appearance.

111. Till-: I'rxDAMi'.XTAL Bkixcit'i.ks of TH1-: Livixc, "lioDY-LiFi:"'

The difference between the now dying oft", now newly becoming

transformations and the latent capacities is that they are without

beginning. The\ are again hidden in a continualK' circulating .Maya,
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and are constantly by the thoui^hts and objects of the external world.

Through these. the\- either add to themselves or detract from them-

selves, grow or die off. stand out in relief or remain latent, develop

strongl}' and well or weakly and badly. Through these also,

originate the countless organized and unceasing "P)od\-Lives."

Thev are constantlv moving, as water flows, and as an old one dies

off, a new one matures. Thus a manifold transformation comes into

existence. This is th'e AfahaNanistic philosophy of the .\samga

school.

.-\.ll moving "I5od_\ -Lives" are molded through external causes

( Karma), but there is no invariable cessation and origination. They

are all empt\- and have no unalterable real body. The life of things,

the life of a thought, human life, and social life are all only mani-

festations of the organization of accomplishments of the inner and

outer causes and of the continuation, which now dies off and then

arises. In order to understand and comprehend them, we have given

a name to each of these manifestations. This pseudo-name is emj)ty

and has no real bod\- ; it arose out of emptiness. Emptiness and

appearance act upon each other reciprocally : they are also recipro-

call}' ec[uivalent. Out of this, neither empty nor apparent, but still

empty and apparent condition one must consider the whole, true,

materialized, living life. Ileyond this there is no realitw This is

the Alahayanistic philosophy of the Xagarjuna school.

]Mahayanistic philosoph}- according to the above two schools is

of value as the fundamental ])rinciple of the living "'I^odx-Life.''

IV. Tpie Reality of the Livixg "P)Ody-Life"

All "'IJody-Lives'" are solely manifestations of the ])erpetual life

which never dies, but in all "15od}-Lives" of this world there are

nevertheless two kinds of death.

a. The detached ])artial death which arises from simjile distinct

representations and material forms, occurs when these two ha\'e lost

their "Continuation." This kind of death corresponds to the death

of animals and the deca}- of i)lants and minerals. Even though their

psychic and material existence continues further, it is impossible for

man to perceive or observe it. Therefore, it is accepted, on the one

hand that the 'T]od\-Life" of a living being after its death, as well

as objects after their decay vanish utterly and fore\'er. This con-

tention is the so-called "Dyan-djian" (Partial-Idea). On the other
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hand, it is accepted that every Yw'mg being possesses an immortal

and unchangeable real Ego which reigns between life and death,

and that the world is eternally indestructible. Were this not so

there, would be an imperishable and inexhaustible God who would

continually reign between extinction and creation. This is the so-

called "Tschang-djian" (Eternal-Idea). ^Nlany disturbances and

imbroglios within different "l^.ody-Lives" ha\'e arisen through these

two ideas.

b. Permanent transformation death which arose from the in-

visible but clear representations and material forms. This t}pe of

death corresponds to biological and mineralogical development and

also to the development from simple man to sage. In the struggle

for existence the victor lives and the defeated must die, and thus

arises a strong and good relationship, and a weak and bad one.

These two relationships re]nilse each other so that a harmonious

development is prevented.

Through the partial death there is no freedom and through the

transformation, death, there is no uniformity. The unfree death

and the ununiform are both, however, no real result of whole living

"Body-Lives." Because this real result was not fully compre-

hended it was erroneously believed that the single "liod^-Life/' or a

part of the same, was a distinct ''Real-Bod}'." On this belief was

built the conception of "Real-l'ody" (Fa-Dschao), from which

arose the unequal transformation death. This latter forms for the

attainment of truth a fixed boundary which is designated as the re-

tardation in the conception (Schou Dsi Dschang). Furthermore^

it was falsely believed that there was a real Ego in every "liody-

Life" of animals or in a part of them. From this developed the

conception of "Real-Ego" (W'uo Dscha) out of which the unfree

partial death originated. Through this latter were brought into

being man}' inner disturbances and imbroglios which were designated

as the "L'nrest-Retardation" (Fan Nao Dschang).

In order to realize the true life form of all "Body-Lives" and to

prove that there is onl}- a living, and never a dead "Body-Life," the

intelligence must be so purely and clearly developed through good

deeds and peaceful meditation, that it is able to observe precise!}-

and to scrutinize thoroughl}-. Only through this exact consideration

and deep scrutiny is one able to gain a true proof for the real jife

form of all "Body-Lives." Then only will one be able to realize
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that the hfe form is cleN'eloped from inner and outer causes, and

that there is no invariable cessation or origination. The character-

istic'of the real "P>ody-Life" hovers between emptiness and api)ear-

ance. Its form is only an idea iov sense perception. Through vhis

knowledge, the two erroneous ideas concerning the "Real-Ego"' and

the "Real-Body" must vanish without lea\ing a trace. Without the*

two ideas, the two obstructions can no longer exist and the\' too have

to vanish. Ikit without the obstructions the two t\"])es of death can

ne\-er subsist. This victory or extinction is the so-called "Xirvana."

Since, through this wisdom, the two ideas, the two obstructions and
the two t}pes of death ha\e all been done awa\' with, the true and
real life form which is wholly free and ecjual makes its appearance.

Then one gains the so-called "Bodhi."

^^'hoever reaches Xirvana and P)odhi and whoever can picture

the wholl}' empty universe as the whole "Bod}--Life"" and whoever

has conquered the false kinds of death and gained entrance to the

true life, that man is "Buddha." Buddha is therefore the realitv

of the living "Body-Life." This reality of the "Body-Life" is called

"Fa Schen Hui Min" (the life of the Dharmakaxa ).

Hinayanistic Xirvana annihilates only the "Real-Ego" and the

"L'nrest-Retardations," and through these the partial death. It is

only a partial annihilation, and therefore not a basic one. Further-

more the other teachings and religions cannot sever themselves from

the two ideas, obstructions and forms of death, and consequenth-

they may never gain the true reality of the "Bodv-Life."



THE Xr.MP.ER AXD XAAIES OF THE DEMLS
BY MAXIAIILIAN RUDWIN

THOUGH we usually speak of the Devil in the singular, it must

not be forgotten that there are many devils. As a matter of

fact, there are as many varieties of fiends as there are of ferns. The
Devil, it has been said, is hydra-headed; he wears a thousand

crowns, wields a thousand sceptres and is known by a thousand

names. "I go by a thousand names," says the devil to Tom Walker

in Washington Irving's well known story (1824). In all European

countries, men swear by a "thousand devils." Alilton. Chateau-

briand, Balzac and other writers speak of demons in thousands.

This number also occurs in several German expressions, such as

Saiif hi iausend Teufel Nanien and Steh in tauscnd Teufel Nanien

anf} But this sum should not be taken literally. xA.s a matter of

fact, the number of the evil spirits runs into millions.

The Old Testament knows only Satan, although, as a matter of

fact, this "accuser" was in no way a devil to the ancient Hebrews.

In the Xew Testament, the Devil already has "his angels" ( Matt.

XXV, 41; Rev. xii, 9), who sided with Satan in the war of the

heavens and who were cast out with him into utter darkness. The

Gospel writers speak even of a legion of demons. We are at least

led to infer this number from the reply of the Gerasenian madman,
who fancied that he was possessed by a legion (an arm}) of demons

(Alark V, 9; Luk. viii, 30).- The apocryphal Gospel of Xicodemus,

as early as the third century, mentions already se\eral "legions

of devils," who are under Satan's sway in hell.*^

^ A German writer, A. Saager, seems to be on familiar terms with three

hundred thousand devils, about whom he tells anecdotes in his recently pub-
lished book Drcimal hundcrt tauscnd Teufel. The medieval French epics, the

Cliansons de gestc, speak of five hundred thousand demons.

2 A legion is the Roman regiment of approximately 6,000 soldiers.

3 Josephus, in his Wars of the Jeii's (VII. vi. 3) speaks also of legions of
demons, but he has in mind the spirits of wicked men.
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The number of the angels w ho participated in this movement of

rebelhon has ne\er been fully ascertained. The belief current among

the Catholic Schoolmen, based upon an interpretation of a biblical

phrase { Re\'. xii. 4), is that a third of the angels ranged themselves

under Satan's standard.^ The rebel leader's armed force seems to

have comprised nearl\ two thousand four hundred legions (about

fourteen million four hundred thousand demons), of which each

demon of rank commanded a certain number. h\nxas commanded

twent}-, Leraie thirtw Agares thirty-one, ^Nlorax thirty-six and Sab-

nac lift}- legions in the celestial civil war. Alfred de Vigny
thinks that a thousand million followed Satan in his fall ( Cinq-

Mars, 1826).

In an attempt at a reconciliation of the two contradictory pas-

sages relating to the punishment of the revolting angels ( Re\'. xii,

9 and xx, 3 ), a few Church fathers thought that not all the followers

of Satan were thrown with their rebel chief into hell and cast into

chains. A number of them were left on earth in order to tempt

man.'"' It has been suggested that the angels who were not

hurled into the bottom of hell but banished to our earth had main-

tained a neutral position in the ri\'alr}- between the Lord and Lucifer.

It is not so generally known that during the war in heaven the

angels were not wholl\' divided into two opposing camps. There

were man_\' spirits who, untouched by partisan passions, remained

aloof from the conflict and refused to don the uniform. The\- de-

manded their right of keeping out of a war which the\' did not

bring about and in which the\' had no interest whatever. When the

Lord defeated his enemy and cast him and his legionaries into the

ab}ss, He did not hurl also the neutral angels into hell, but, in order

to give them another opportunity to choose between Him and His

rival, cast them down to the earth, to which the scene of the battle

4 Cf . Johannes Oswald: Aiigclologic (Paderborn, 1883), p. 95.

5 Michael Psellus, one of the most famous Byzantine writers of the 11th

century and author of Dialorjits dc cncrgia, sen operafionc dcDiwniiun, dis-

tinguishes six kinds of demons, according to their different habitations. He
names demons of fire, of the air, of the earth, of the water, of the underworld,
and lastly, demons of the night, "who shun the daylight." Coleridge, in his

gloss on The Ancient Mariner (1798), refers his reader to Psellus on demons
in illustration of the poem. The treatise by Psellus seems also to have given
suggestions for Christabel (1816).
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had been transferred. From these angels, who married menial

maidens, there has developed a race which has al\va\s shown a

striking contrast to the human family. It has furnished humanity

with its prophets and poets, with its reformers and revolutionaries.

All great men at all times and in all places have belonged to this

mysterious race which does not proceed from father to son, like

other races, but appears here and there, at recurring intervals, in

the families of mankind. The descendants of this union between

the sons of God and the daughters of men have always stood in the

first ranks of those who seek peace and abhor murder. They have

proved valiant warriors in the eternal conflict between the (iood and

the Evil for the mastery of the world. The\- have long ago re-

deemed themselves, but they will not return to hea\en until they

have also redeemed all men."

*

In addition to the angels who were hurled from heaven for their

participation in the celestial civil war, other sons of God were ex-

pelled for their lust after the daughters of men (Gen. \\, 1-4).''^

Jewish tradition teaches that two hundred angels, attracted 1)\- the

beauty of the daughters of Eve, descended to the summit of Mount

Hermon and defiled themselves with them. Xo sooner had the

angels left heaven and descended to earth, so say the rabbis, than

they lost their transcendental qualities and were invested with

sublunary bodies so that a union with the daughters of men became

possible.^

The celestial mutineers belonged to all nine orders of angels, which

Diogenes has named as follows: cherubim, seraphim, thrones, do-

minions, principalities, powers, virtues, angels, and archangels.

" This theory was advanced by the present writer in his essay "Dante's

Devil," which appeared in the Open Court, vol. XXXV (1921), pp. 513-28.

"^ Higher criticism will not admit that this passage refers to a union l)e-

tween angels and humans. It maintains that the expression bctic-clohuii.

rendered "sons of God" by the Revised Version, means in reality "spirit-folk,"

and that the corresponding term ncphiUm rendered "giants" means "fallen

ones," i. e. descended from star-land. They are super-men, who descended from
the stars to intermarry with mortals. The belief prevailed among the primitive

races in many lands that their ancestors had come from the stars, and that

they themselves, after a few generations, would return there. This idea is still

prevalent among certain Indian tribes in our own country. The moral implica-

tion is a later exegetical addition, which is first found in the Book of Enoch.

8 C/. Louis Ginzburg : The Legends of the Jeivs (Philadelphia, 1909-1925),

I, 151.
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Satan was a cherub, according to certain authorities. Astaroth,

Lucifer and Samael were seraphs. Among the members of the

order of thrones were Acaos, Asmodeus, Ueleth, Cedron, Celsus,

Easa. h"()cah)s. (Iresil. Murmur. IMicenix, and I'urson. Achas. .\lex.

•Cham, and Zabulon belonged to the order of principahties. Aman
and Goap were part of the powers. The order of virtues counted

among its members Agares and ]^>arbat()s. Murmur lielonged to the

order of angels as well as to that of thrones. Satan was, according

to other authorities, an archangel. I le shared this honor with

Belphegor.

In the se\enth play of the ^'ork m\steries we are informed

that of each of the nine orders the tenth part fell in Satan's

revolt. (Others hold that Satan, as an archangel, led onl\- his own
order to war on jeho\ah. (Iregory the (Ireat convexs the idea that

the order of Satan which fell was, from the \ cry hrst, distinct from

the other orders, which remained hyxal. The rebel angels, accord-

ing to this theorw belonged wholly to the order of opliaiiiui. living

and flaming wheels all covered with e}es.

Among the angels who forsook the celestial choir-stalls in ex-

change for the charms of mortal maidens, Jewish tradition men-

tions Asa and Asael—who later founded a great college of sorcer\-

and astrology in the dark mountains of Eg\pt—Azazel. 1 Beelzebub,

Cedor, Samiasa, Shamdan and Shemhazai. The union of these sons

of God and daughters of men resulted in a race of giants known

for their wickedness as nnich as for their strength. The ghosts

of these malicious giants begotten of the angels h\' the mortal

maidens turned into demons (Hook of Enoch, ch. xvi).'* Justin

Arart_\-r expresses the belief that all demons are the offspring of the

angels who yielded to the embraces of earthlv women. Other

Church fathers, among them Athenagoras, Clement of Alexandria,

Tertullian and C}prian, even taught that the sin of the angels which

had brought about their fall consisted not in their re\olt against the

Lord but in their carnal relations with the daughters of men. St.

Paul demands for this reason that women should veil their heads in

church "because of the angels" (1 Cor. xi, 10), who might be

attracted by their beautiful tresses and thus be led to sin ( cf. also

Tertullian's De I'irgiiuhns z'claitdis).

Byron's poem Heaven and Earth ( bS22 ) goes back to the days

^A critical edition of the Book of Enoch will be found in R. H. Charles.

The Apocrypha and Psendo-epigrapha of the Old Tcstaincnt. 2 vols. London
and New York. 1913.
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when human passions "drew angels down to earth" and deals with

the biblical legend of the union of the sons of heaven and the

daughters of earth.

Then again all heathen gods, when driven off the earth by

Christianity, went under the earth to swell the ranks of Satan.

The numberless dethroned, outlawed, and fallen deities of the sub-

jugated races and discredited religions changed, for the Christians,

into demons. The ancient Hebrews already considered the gods of

the nations with which they were at war as devils. What meant

deity to the heathens signified devil to the Hebrews. It is \vholl\-

natural that the god of one religion (jr one nation should become
the devil of another religion or nation, especially if these groups are

enemies. Thus l>aalzebub, the god of Ekron (2 Kings i, 1 ). was to

the Xew Testament writers the chief of the devils (Matt, xii, 24).

In the wake of the conc]uering hosts of Christian mytholog\-. the

original mythical denizens of the earth were banished to hell. This

was especially true in the case of the divinities which, in pagan

beliefs, were already associated with the shadowy world, b'rom St.

Paul to Savonarola, the pagan gods were considered as fallen angels.

The great apostle identified all ancient gods with devils ( 1 Cor. x,

20). The Church regarded the gods of mythology as fallen spirits

who beguiled men into worshipping them in the form of idols. ^"

10 "But the fundamental cause (consummativa) [of idolatry] must be
sought in the devils, who cause men to adore them under the form of idols,

therein working certain things which excited their wonder and admiration"
(.St. Thomas Aquinas: Sioiniia ihcologica, II ii. 94).

Professor A. H. Godbey maintains that St. Paul does not mean the "devils"

of medieval Christian fancy. In his opinion, the apostle protests against

the current ancestor worship and has in mind "human spirits" speaking through
a "medium {cf. Rev. xxii, 8-9; Acts x, 25; xvi, 8-18; xxviii, 3-6). Similarly,

Professor Godbey insists that the Church fathers did not mean our horned
and hoofed demons, but the spirits of the dead. Their dccinoiics. mean-
ing "knowing spirits," refer to the patrons, friends and guardians of men. It

is but necessary, he says, to read Origen's controversy with Celsus, who
insisted that the worship of beneficent dccmoncs should not be abolished. This
fact is also evident from the writings of Clement. Tertullian, and Arnobius.
Be that as it may. it will be perfectly clear to the reader that our presentation

of the subject is from the viewpoint of medieval orthodox Christianity, which
denounced as evil all spirit-personalities not included in its small theological

hierarchy and applied the borrowed terms "demon" and "devil" even to those

powers which were not evil in the ancient world. In fact, some of the most
beneficient of the ancient gods were most devilish in the eyes of the medieval
Christian.
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The pagan deities were in reality. Catholic tradition maintains,

supernatural beings who exercised their powers for sinister aims

and who caused themselves to be adored under different names in

different countries. The Church fathers w-ere very explicit on this

point. Tertullian states unequivocally that all the old gods were

disguised demons (De spectaculis, xix). Mohammed likewise re-

duced all ancient pagan deities to devils.

When the Christian religion spread over the Western Empire,

the Greek and Roman gods were looked upon as allies of the Devil.

The diabolization of the Greek gods is well depicted in Mrs. Brown-

ing's poem Tlie Dead Pan (1844). Milton, in his Paradise Lost

(1667-1674). also places the "Ionian Gods" in his Pandemonium

(i. 508). The Puritan poet follows this tradition throughout his

poem of the fall of Pucifer.

W hen the Teutonic nations accepted Christianity, the Devil

entered upon a particularly rich inheritance. To his portion fell

all the dark and g]()om\- powers of the original beliefs of these

peoples. All the rich wealth of ideas which the primitive Germans

associated with their ancient good and evil spirits, they ultimatel}'

distributed over the Christian I'antheon. Germanic m\ tholog}' went

primarily to enrich Christian demonology. although it also con-

tributed a good deal to Catholic hagiograph}-. The countless legions

of earth-sprites and the army of giants that inhabited the countries

of the North came under Satan's sway. Spirits such as elves,

kobolds, fairies, hairy hobgoblins of the forest, watern\mphs of the

brookside, and dwarfs of the mountains were transformed bv

medieval Christianity into devils, or into hellish imps, a sort of

assistant or apprentice devils. Alephistopheles in Goethe's Panst

had this diabolization of (ireek and Germanic divinities in mind

when he said: "I""rom Hartz to blellas alwa\s cousins" ( ii. 774.^).

The number of the demons keeps on increasing from day to day

as a re^:u't of Death, which the Devil brought to the children of

Adam. The belief was prevalent already in classical da\ s and was

expressed by Hesiod that the ghosts of the dead turn into demons.

It is believed even nowadays that after death good men become

angels in hea\en, bad men de\ils in hell. As the latter outnumber

on earth the former, hell must necessarily have a larger population
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than heaven. It cannot be g^ainsaid that mankind, though createil

to till the i)laces in heaven that had been occupied by the fallen

angels, onl\' replenished the cave of Tartarus. Men have, as a

matter of fact, always headed downwards, and not upwards, as had

been originally i)Ianned. In all probability, hell is by now filled to

the point of overflowing. A French philosopher, as far back as the

eighteenth century, found consolation in the thought that he would

no longer find room in the infernal regions. "// y o hun/teiiips,"

said he, "que Vcnfer est reiiipli; on ii'y entre plus!" ("I iell has been

full for a long time; one can no longer enter!")

b'urthermore, the demons, who are composed of members of both

sexes, replenish hell in the same manner that we emplov in re-

plenishing the earth. The ancient Jews supposed that the devils

were propagated like mankind ; that they ate and drank, and were

married and divorced.

The demons also multiply with s\nonyms and dialectical difl:'er-

ences in their names.

The ^liddle Ages, thanks to the Inquisition, fairl\- ])ullulated

with the demons of hell. Their number increased still further in all

Protestant countries after the Reformation, b'ar from decreasing

the ])Ower of the Devil in the world, the Reformation brought him

strong re-inforcements. Alartin Luther firml\- believed in the De\'il

and affirmed that he had seen him with his own e\es and that he

had frequently carried on a conversation with him. The German
reformer lived in a constant consciousness of contact with and oppo-

sition to the Devil, lie saw the b'iend grinning at him while he

translated the llible and threw the inkstand at his Satanic Majesty.

The stain is to 1)e seen to this very day on the wall of his cell in the

W'artburg.'' Luther saw in the Devil a real, living ])ower. who is

incessantl}' working in human affairs. In his e\es, Satan was the

good Lord's hangman, and the instrument of his anger and ])unish-

ment. The English reformer, John Wycliffe, likewise exaggerated

the Devil's power on this planet. He went so far as to affirm, in his

book, De doiuiiiio dk-ino, that here on earth God must obey the

Devil. 1-

^1 Luther's dispute with the Devil is very cleverly descrihed hy Nepomucene
Lemercier in his Panhypocrisiadc (1819).

12 On the conditions that tended to vivify the helief in the Devil during the

Elizabethan era, see Thomas A. Spalding's EHzobctlimi Doiwnolociv. London,
1880.
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Luther has, as he himself says in one of his hymns, "seen and

defied innumerable devils." In his writings, the Evil Power divided

and subdivided itself into as many manifestations as there are vices

in the world. Protestantism showed the rationalistic tendency of

discovering the Devil in the \ices of men. It reduced the Principle

of Evil from a personified i)hantom with which no man could cope

to those impersonal but all the more real moral abstractions with

which everv man can cope. The (ierman reformer and his disci])les

thus filled Germany with de\ils by diabolizing all vices. The dis-

ciples, as is generall}- the case, outdid their master. Luther threv^^

an inkstand at the head of the Devil, and his followers poured

oceans of ink on him. The Protestant preachers of Germany began,

toward the middle of the sixteenth century, to wage a bitter war

with their pens against the hosts of hell. The most curious work of

Protestant demonolog\- is the Thcatruiii diabolonuii (16th cent.)

bv Sigmund Fe}erabend, a Aolumnious collection of the orthodox

views of Luther's followers concerning the existence, })Ower, nature

and demeanor of the de\ils. We find in this book all sorts of

devils, such as the de\'il of bla'-phem\-, the dance-devil, the servant's

devil, the hunting devil, the drink devil, the wedlock devil, the devil

of unchastit}', the miser's devil, the devil of tyranny, the laziness-

devil, the pride-devil, the pantaloon devil, the gambling devil, the

courtier's de\'il, and so forth, and so on.

The idea of special devils, however, is not original with Luther.

A\'e find them alread\- in medieval mystery and moralit\- jjlaxs. We
can even follow this idea further back into the history of human

thought. Alreadx" in ancient times diflferent devils presided cner

dififerent moral and physical evils. The Kabbala already knows of

special demons and demonesses for each sin. Among the Jews,

probabl}- as far back as the time of Christ, demons were designated

according to the diseases the\- induced. There were demons of

asthma, croup, hydrophobia, insanity and indigestion.'''^ Knut

Leonard Tallquist sa}s that among Ass}'rians, demons were named

after the diseases attributed to them. He further tells us that the

connection was so close that names of demons and corresponding

diseases came to be identical.^'*

13 See authorities quoted by Alfred Edersheim in his Life and Times of
Jesus the Messiah (8th ed., London, 1899), II 759.

!* Quoted by Thomas Witton Davies : Magie. Diviniation, and Demonology
among the Hebrezvs and their Neighbors ; ineluding an Examination of Biblical

References and of Biblical Terms (London, 1878). p. 104.
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There have, as a matter of fact, been as many devils conceived in

the human mind as there have been ideas of evil. The trooping"

legions of evil thoughts naturally suggested legions of devils.

"Everywhere in the great world men are building little worlds of

their own." observes the thoughtful ^lephistopheles (Faust i. 4044-

45 ) ; "and everywhere the)' are creating little devils of their own to

inhabit them," is ^liss Agnes Repplier's comment on the words of

the Devil.
^''

Johannes W'ierus, a pupil of the famous Cornelius Agrippa and

author of the learned treatise, De pnestigiis dccmoninm (1563),

went to the considerable trouble of counting the devils and found

that their number was seven and odd millions. According to this

German demonologist. the hierarch of hell commands an army of

1.111 legions, each composed of 6,666 devils, which brings the total

of evil spirits to 7,405,926, "without any possibility of error in cal-

culation." A professor of theolog\' in l>asle, Alartinus Barrhaus, is,

as far as is known, the last man to take the census of the population

of hell. According to this infernal statistician, the devils number

exactly 2,665,866,746,664.

If we are to believe Ricalmus, a French abbot of the end of the

thirteenth century, the number of the devils exceeds all calculation,

being equal to the,grains of the sands of the sea. Three friars, so

runs the legend which confirms the view of this monk, hid them-

selves one night near a Witches' Sabbath, which happened to be

held in a valley in the Alps, in order that they might count

the devils present at the affair. But the master of ceremonies, upon

discovering the friars and divining their intention, said to them :

"Reverend brothers, our army is so great that if all the Alps, their

rocks and glaciers, were equally divided among us, none would have

a pound's weight."

The fecund imagination of our ancestors peopled the air,

the earth, and the flood with devils. Paracelsus tells us in the 16th

century that the air is not so full of flies in the summer as it is at

all times of invisible devils ; while another philosopher maintains that

the air is so full of devils that there is "not so much as an hair's

breadth empty in earth or in waters above or under the earth."

Indeed, any attempt to find the sum of the evil specters that have

i-""' Agnes Repplier : "In Man's Image and Likeness." Putnam's Monthl\.
Vol. Ill (1908), pp. 549-54.
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haunted mankind would l)e like trying to count the shadows cast

upon the earth b_\- the rising sun.

The generic term "devil" ( diablc in h^rench and Tcufcl in Cier-

man) for the evil spirit is a derivation of the Latin diabolits (Cireek

8ldBo|og^ which means an "accuser," an "assailant" and wdiich

consequentlv is the exact Septuagint translation of the Hebrew word

The word "demon" (from Latin daiiioniiini, daemon, (ireek

8aiU(0vV meaning a "knowing si)irit," originally had a compli-

mentary connotation. It signified in pagan Greece a benevolent

deitv. but came to mean in Christian lands a malevolent being.'''

The demon of Socrates of whom Plato speaks was his good spirit.
^'^

The word "demon" was also generally used by the neo-Platonists of

Alexandria with the meaning of a good spirit. Coleridge in his

Riiiic of the Ancient Manner (1798) and Emerson in his essay on

Deinonologx (1877) likewise use the word "dremon" as a term for

genius.

In addition to the generic and general terms "devil" and

"demon," the biblical books contain several proper names for the

evil spirits, such as Satan, Lucifer, Beelzebub and Uelial [alias

I'eliar). although neither of the four, to speak from the historical

viewpoint, originall}- designated a devil. It has already been shown

how Satan, Lucifer and Beelzebub were raised to the honors of

demonhood by rabbinic and patristic writers. As far as the word

"Belial" is concerned, if it is not a \ariant of Bel or Baal, this word

max have been personified by the Septuagint through a mistaken

rendering of the Hebrew text (2 Cor. iv. 15 ), which is a term for

ungodliness.

But what a catalogue of demons may not be found in the rabbinic

and patristic writings ! The rabbins and Church fathers as well as

the writers of medieval and later times have shown great ingenuity

in devising names for the demons. The medieval German masteries

I'Hn Louis Menard's story "le Diable au cafe" (1876), the Devil calls

Hebrew a dead language, and, as a modern, prefers to be called by the French
equivalent of his original Hebrew name. It is interesting to note that the word
"devel' is the gypsy term for God. On the other hand, the Latin word dcus
became in English "deuce," an appelation for the Devil. The change in sense

from good to bad and from bad to good is a frequent occurrence.
1''' The belief in evil demons, however, is equally to be traced in Greek

literature from the earliest period. As early as the fourth century B. C.,

Xenocrates and Chrysiphus, Empedocles and Theophrastus taught that there

were evil demons as well as good ones.

1^ See R. Nares : .-In Essay on flic TDcmon of Socrates. London, n. d.
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call sixty-two devils by name,^'* and Reginald Scot, writing in the

sixteenth centurw knows already the names of seventy-nine devils.-*^

But this number is far from exhausting the list of the diabolical

appellatives.

MauA- of the denominations invented for the devils bear witness

to their former high estate either in the Empyrean, on the Olympus

or in Asgardh. Other designations for the demons have been

deri\e(l from their character, appearance, occupation, or habitation.

Thus, for example, the Devil is called Old lIorn\- or Old Mairy or

the Black Bogey on account of his cornuted, capillary, or com-

plexional characteristics. Among his many appelations denoting

occupation may be mentioned "the baker."" for the reason that the

Devil puts the damned into the oven, or Brcudlx (meaning in

German: "the stoker"") for tending to the furnaces and keeping the

fires of hell burning.

The infernal spirits have also been baptized after human char-

acters. They have inherited the names of historical personages

who achieved notoriet\' through their evil deeds, such as Xero and

Napoleon. In addition. Christian devils often go by the names of

Jews and ^Mohammedans, such as Alendes and Mohammed. They

even adopt many Christian household names, such as Xicolas,

Richard, Robert, Roger, \\'i]l(iam), and among womcn"s names,

Mary.21

What a number of names and titles have been devised for his

infernal Alajest}' ! Satan is frequently called "the god of this world"

(2 Cor. iv. 4). "the prince of this world" (John xii. 31, xiv. 30;

x\i. 11), "the prince of the powers of the air"' ( Eph. ii. 2), "the

prince of the de\ils'" ( Matt. ix. 34; xii. 24; Mark iii. 12 ), the prince

of hell, the prince of darkness, "the ruler of the darkness"' ( Eph.

xi. 12), "the angel of the bottomless pit" (Rev. ix, 11), the dark

''•' Cf. M. J. Rudwin : Dcr Tcitfcl in den dcntschcn i/eistlichcn Spiclcn dcs
Mittelaltcrs und dcr Rcfoniiatiotisrjcit (Gottingen, 1915), pp. 96-98.

-'•Reginald Scot: Discoi'cric of Witchcraft. London 1584. 2nd cd., 1651.

A critical edition with Explanatory Notes, Glossary and Introduction by B.

Nicholson appeared, in 1886, in London.
-1 On the other hand, men have given the names of devils to animals,

especially cats and dogs. Gautier gives the name Belzebuth to a cat {Ic

Capitaine I'racassc, 1863), and Balzac names the toad used by the witch Fon-
taine in her divinations Astaroth. Karr gives the wasps, /;/ Ics Gncpcs (1839).
names of devils, such as Mammone, Moloch, Astarte, Belial, etc. These wasps
are so many winged messengers, who fly about Paris, enter into every council,

penetrate into every chamber, buzz by every hearth, and overhear all sorts of

secret gossip and scandal.
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son of the night, "the lost archangel ( Par. Lost i. 243. "the archangel

ruined" {ibid., i. 593). the iUack Archangel, the .\-f>iritiis infrniali.

the grim gentleman helow, the genius of evil, the spirit of e\il. the

evil spirit, the malignant spirit, the unclean spirit, the lost spirit,

the evil one, the wicked one, the liad ^Tan, the spirit that denies,

the deceiver of mankind, the liar, the lying spirit, the father of lies,

the father of iniquit\', the temi)ter. the tormentor, the murderer,

the arch-hend. {Par. Lost i. 156), the foul hend, the enem\- of

mankind, "the accuser of the brethren" (Rev. xii. 10), "the s])irit

that worketh in the children of disobedience" ( h^jjli. ii. 2). the

beast, "the (great) worm." ( Isa. Ixvi. 24). "the seri)ent" (2 Cor.

ii. 3), "the old serpent" ( Rew xii. 9; xx. 2), "the infernal ser|)ent"

{Par. Lost i. 34), the crooked seri)ent, the ])icrcing ser])ent. "the

dragon" (Rev. xii. 7). "the great (red) dragon" ( Re\'. xii. 3. 9).

"the roaring lion" ( 1 Peter ^. 8). "the dog" ( Phil, iii, 2; Re\ . xxii.

15), the ape. the Ad\ersar\- of the Almightw the infernal ri\;d of

(lod, and the Other. ( )n the other hand, the Devil is also gi\en

such flattering names as the ( lood Man, the ( lood hA-llow and

Gentleman Jack.

The French expression le hoii diablc points to the Devil's sim-

plicity of mind rather than to his generosity of spirit. It generall}'

expresses the half-contemptuous pity wdth which the giants, those

huge beings with weak minds, were regarded in Northern mythology.

The De\il is commonly honored with the venerable jtrehx "old."

Xumerous names gi\en him begin with this epithet. Mr. I'harles

P. G. Scott, in his very interesting paper "The De\il and his

Imps."-- lists forty-one names for the Dexil with the adjective

"old": Old All-ill-thing. Old Pelzebub (not Old P.eelzebub), Old

Pendy, Old Pogie. Old P.oots, Old P.oy, Old Chap. Old (.'lootie. Old,

Cloots. Old Deluder, Old Devil, oid Enemy. Old I'ellow. Old

Mend, Old Gentleman, Old Gooseberry. Old Hangie, Old I larr}-.

Old Plorny, Old Lad, Old Lucifer, Old Mahoun, Old Man, Old

Mischanter, Old :\Iischief. Old Mischy, Old Xick, Old Xickie-ben,

Old Nicol, Old Nicolas, Old One, Old Poker, Old Roger, Old Sam,

Old Scrat, Old Scratch, Old Serpent, Old Schock, Old Shuck, Old

Soss. and Old Thief. \A'e may add the following \ernerable names

:

Old Booty, Old Cooney, Old Dragon, Old Hairy, Old Mick. Old

Iniquity Old Night, and simpl\- Old One.
-- Charles P. G. Scott : "The Devil and his Imps, an Etymological In-

quisition." Transactions of tlic American Philological Association. Vol XXVI
(1895). pp. 79-146.



JESrS, THE PROPHET AXD MESSIAH

BY WM. WEBER

THE Israelites bad ]M-ophets ever since they became a nation.

Cut tbey lost them after the third war with the Romans. That

happened in the \ear 135 A. D. b^rom that time on, the Pharisees

became the religious guides of the Jews.

The Jewish followers of Jesus remained Jews. The\' had their

synagogues, observed the Sabbath and all the Jewish feasts, obeyed

the law of Closes, but did not accept the rules of the Pharisees.

l^nfortunately, they stood, thanks to Paul, between the i)harisaic

Jews and the Gentile Christians and were bound to be crushed

sooner or later by the Gentiles and the Pharisees. The last svna-

gogue of the faithful followers of Jesus was destroyed in the seventh

centurA'. Gentile Christians annihilated them. That was the final

fulfillment of the warning of Jesus :

Give not that which is holy unto the dogs.

Neither cast pearls before the swine.

Lest haply they trample them under their feet

and turn and rend you. ]\Iatth. vi. 6 and 10, 5-7 a. s. f.

If any one dares to learn the truth about Jtsus, he has to stud\'

the Four Gospels. Eor the}' contain what has come down to us

and can explain why Jesus was and ought to be still the Prophet and

]\Iessiah of his nation as well as all others who understand him

and believe in him.

It is generalh- supposed that Jesus was born in Palestine, grew

up there, became a disciple of John the Baptist, started on his own
mission after he had been baptized b\' his teacher and had heard

with all that were present the voice of God that proclaimed from

heaven : "This is my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased."

(Matth. iii. 17: Mark i. 11 : Luke iii. 21 f. and lohn i. 32.
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According; to certain statements. Jesus was aliout 30 years old

when he became a prophet and the ]\[essiah. Me (hed within a year

after his baptism. That is at least the report of the Synoptic

Gospels.

The age of 30 \ears can hardly be accepted. I'or while the gift

of prophec}' is based indeed upon an inborn, clear understanding

and I'udgment. it can be dexeloped j)roi)erly alone b}- long and

manifold experience. Therefore all great prophets have been old

men. Even John Milton refers to that fact in his Tl Penseroso.

There were read

:

And may at last my wear}' age

Find out the peaceful hermitage.

The hairy gown and mossy cell.

\\'here I may sit and rightly spell

Of every star that heaven doth shew,

And ever\' herb that sips the dew,
Till old experience do attain

To something like prophetic strain.

That Jesus is supposed to have been only 30 years old when he

ended his career on earth, has come from the Gentile Christians.

The\' believed Jesus was the natural Son of God, and they had

always been convinced that most of the Olxmpian Sons of Zeus

appeared to be about 30 }-ears old when they mingled with men and

women on earth.

The Jews were not afflicted with such a superstition. For thev

had been taught by all their prophets that God and His Angels re-

garded sexual intercourse ^\ith (laughters of men as the greatest and

never forgiven sin of heavenly beings.

There was however one Angel, or according to other reports a

number of Angels, whose dut\' was to watch the people on earth.

Therefore he was called the Watcher. Mis name is Azaze]. He
fell in love with beautiful daughters of men and descended from

heaven to live on earth with such women. It wa> their offsi)ring

that brought all sin and wickedness into the world and caused the

Deluge.

There are quite a number of additions to this story in the Book

of Enoch. The oldest part tells us that the faithful Angels reported

Azazel to God. The latter had all the women and their wicked des-

cendants drowned in the Flood, .\zazel however was ])laced in

Dudael and covered with darkness. Ikit on the great day of Judg-

ment he shall be cast into the tire.
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The Book of Enoch was very popular ckirins^ the age of Jesus.

He himself has quoted the following words from it: "In the resur-

rection the\' neither marry, nor are given in marriage, but are as

Angels in heaven." ( Matth. xxii. 30; Mark xii, 25 ; Luke xx, 35 f.

)

See P.ook of Enoch, Sect. II, 51. 4.

The editor of this Book, published by the Clarendon Press at

Oxford, tells us in the General Introduction, page I : "All the writers

of the Xew Testament were familiar with the Book of Enoch . . .

With the earlier Eathers and Apologists it had all the weight of a

canonical book, but towards the beginning of the fourth century, it

began to be discredited, and finally fell under the ban of that

Church."

There is no room at all for doubting that the Jews at the time

of Jesus could not believe in any natural son of Cod. That was

and remained exclusixely a Gentile idea and that a most re]nilsive

one.

But also that Jesus was baptized by John the Baptist and that the

voice of Cod was heard b\- all who were i)resent. is more than doubt-

ful. The Jews believed indeed in the voice of Cod that spoke some-

times from heaven to one or more of His worshipers.

D. .August W'unsche, IJeitrage zur iM-lauterung der Evangelien

aus Talmud and Alidrasch, Cottingen 1878, has thrown light upon

the \oice from heaven in which the Jews believed. The Pharisees

called it Bath kol, as the doctor explains ])age 22 f.

But those wijrds from heaven were heard only at important oc-

casions. Peter tells us of only a single voice from heaven, that was

addressed to Jesus shortly before his i)ilgrimage to Jerusalem. He
writes in his Epistle I, 6-8: "We were eyewitnesses of his majest}-.

Eor he received from God the Eather honor and glory, when there

was borne such a voice to him by the Majestic Glory: This is :aiy

beloved son, in whom I am well pleased. And the voice we heard

out of the heaven, when we were with him in the holy mf)unt."

That was the onU' voice from heaven of which Peter, James and

his Itrother John knew. It is confirmed b\- Matth. xvii, 1-8 as well

as by the other two synoptic Co.spels. It happened just as Jesus

was to start on his journey to the Temple, i)erhaps two weeks be-

fore his death on the cross. This act of Cod had a double purpose.

It was to encourage Jesus and, at the same time, to convince his

three companions, who would have to continue his work on earth,
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that their master was the promised Messiah. There is certainly no

room in the pubhc hfe of Jesus for two such appearances of (iod.

]\Iatth. xi. 2-6 presents a question of John the r)a])tist and the

answer of Jesus. l'>otli indicate that Jesus and the I')aj)tist had ne\er

met each other, besides, the two were of about the same age. That

is imphed in the words: "When John lieard in ])rison the works of

Jesus, he sent by his (hsciples and said unto liim : Art tliou he that

Cometh, or look we for another?"

This question proves that the two were not accjuainted with each

other. That means: John has not bajjtized jesus nor heard the

voice out of the heavens which told all that were present that Jesus

was the Messiah. The ver_\- question of the Baptist indicates that

he has never met Jesus.

That is also confirmed b_\- the reply of Jesus, lie told the :mes-

seng-ers : Go and tell John the things which ye hear and sec.

The blind receive their sight and the lame ^valk.

The lepers are cleansed and the deaf hear.

The dead are raised up and the ])oor have g^ood tidings preached

to them. And blessed is he, whosoe\er shall find no occasion of

stumbling in me.

Xot a single word of Jesus could be understood as a re|)roach

of the prisoner. Xo allusion is made U) any former acquaintance.

The r)ai)tist e\idently had heard of Jesus the first time only latelw

The terms blind, lame, lepers a. s. f. do not refer to sicknesses

of the bod_\\ but are used in a figurative sense. The blind are i)eoi)le

who do not see the truth. The lame cannot follow the strait waw
The lepers are men whose ver}- faces betrayed their character. The

deaf do not care to listen to religious instruction. The dead has

lost all interest in the religion of their fathers. The poor, on the

other hand, were people who trusted in their Father in hea\en and

served Piim faithfullw but had to suffer from their less pious neigh-

bors.

The men who had all kinds of religious diseases were the retinue

and servants of the tetrarchs. The}- included the soldiers and the

ofticers of the arnfies of the three sons of Herod as well as the ])ub-

licans who collected the taxes. All those persons were Jews b\'

birth. Compare Luke iii, 14.

The closing- line of ^Matth. 11. 2-6 has been written for the ben-

efit of John the liaptist and his disciples. The_\- seem to ha\-e been
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somewhat inclined to criticise the method of Jesus which nia\' have

differed from that of John.

Jesus was apparently about as old as John. That is indicated

b\ the people who later imagined Jesus was John who had been

sent back to the earth. Others believed Jesus was one of the great

prophets of the olden times as either Elizah, or Jeremiah, or some-

body else. (Alatth. xvi. 14; ^lark viii, 27 f; Luke ix, 19.) All

thcjse prophets were thought to have been old men w hen they died.

The fact that the two, Jesus and John, had never met each

other, suggests and proves that they never lived together in

Palestine, except for a short time. When Jesus returned to his na-

tive land, the ISaptist was imprisoned. If both had lived in the

Holy Land longer than one }ear, they would have become acquaint-

ed with each other at the great feasts in the Temple which everv

Jew had to attend with his family or friends.

There is another important passage which confirms the just ar-

ri\ed at conclusion. It is fovmd ]\Iatth. xiii, 54-57 and reads:

"Coming into his own countrw he taught them in their

synagogue, insomuch that they were astonished and said

:

Whence hath this man this wisdom and these mightv works ?

Is not this the carpenter's son? Is not his mother

called Mar}'? .And his brethren James and Joseph and

Simon and Judas? .And his sisters, are they not all with

us ? \\ hence then hath this man all these things ?

And the}' were offended in him.

I)Ut Jesus said unto them : .A ])rophet is not without honor,

save in his ow4i countr}', and in his own house."

That can only have happened when Jesus after man\- Aears of

absence returned to his own countr}' and visited first of all his birth-

place where the members of his famil}' still lived with the excep-

tion apparentl}' of his father. That also is confirmed bv the first

fi\e words of our text: Coiiiini/ into his ozvh coiifitry. These imply

that Jesus had been for a long time outside of Palestine.

His intention was to begin in Xazareth his final and greatest

work as prophet and Messiah. If he had preached for any length

of time in Palestine before he had visited his family and his old

friends, his fame would have reached them before the\' ever :net

him. They would have been proud of his successes and received

him as one of the greatest prophets when at last he visited

Xazareth.
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The lack of a ])ropci' arraiii^cnienl of the ditiercnt parts of tlic

Gospels indicates that the editor had no experience in writing a

book. He seems to ha\e added them just as the\' came into his

possession. For instance, Matth. xiii. 54-58 brings us back to the

day when Jesus had just returned from foreign countries and visited

first of all his family and his old friends. That was the beginning

of his mission in Palestine.

^latth. xi. 2-6 leads us a little farther. Jesus has become known
as prophet and John the llaptist has sent to him from prison some

of his disciples, lie wishes to learn whether Jesus is the Messiah

or not.

^latth. X. 5b-42, or at least the greater part of it, contains the

final instructions which Jesus has given his disciples. That brings

us to the beginning of his momentous journe\' to Jerusalem and the

Temple.

The editor seems to have added new parts to his Gospel, one

after the other, just as they came into his possession. A proi)er

arrangement would haxe placed Matth. xiii. 54-58 where we find

now X. 5b ft. and x. 5b fi^. might take the i)lace of xiii. 54-58. Matth.

xi. 2-6 could remain where it is. That does not of course remove

all the ditficulties of our Gospels.

Jesus, according to the .^ynoi)tic Gospels, began and ended his

prophetic mission in his nati\'e countr_\- in less than one \ear. lie

must have reached his home shortl\- after the day of Pentecost in

the A'ear 28 and was crucified on the day before the paschal lamb

was eaten in the _\"ear 29. It has howe\er to be remembered that

the Jewish day begins at 6 in the evening. That Jesus was crucified

on the day before the paschal, is stated John xviii. 28: His accusers

entered not the praetoriitiu. that fliey niic/ht not be defiled, but iiiioht

cat the passoz'cr. That agrees also with Matth. xxvi. 5 : Xot during

the feast, lest a tumult arise among the peof)le.

The Fourth Gospel sends Jesus more than once to Jerusalem

(see John v. 1.) But the original and genuine part of that ( iosj)el

consists of John ii, 13-17, the cleansing of the Temple; x, 1-18, the

Good Shepherd; xi. 47-50, the Plot to i)ut Jesus to Death; xii.

12-16, the Triumphal Entry; xiii. 1 and ,V2(J. Jesus Washes the

Disciples' Feet; xviii. 12-40 and xix. 1-32 (with many excej^tions)

the Seizure, Questioning, Condemnation and Crucifixion of Jesus.

All the later additions have been furnished b\' a man of Jewish

descent who had become the deacon of Pol\car]), the bishop of
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Smyrna. The Church of Smyrna belonged of course to Gentile

Christians. The Jewish believers in Jesus had no Churches, but

synagogues. Quite a number of Jewish Christians however followed

the example of I'aul and joined sooner or later Gentile Churches.

As soon as Pol\carp had read the new (iospel, he hastened to

Rome in order to present the newly discovered book of John to

Anicetus, at that time the bishop of Rome. The bishoj) of Smvrna
was especiall}- interested in calling Anicetus" attention to the da\- on

which Jesus had died on the cross. He seems to have been a Aoung

man. For otherwise, he would hardl\' have started the Ouartodeci-

man movement which is based upon John xviii. 28. The jM'esent

Gospel has been published between the year 159 and 169, possible-

near the year 169.

The deacon of I'olycarp must ha\e found the original booklet

of John in the home of his parents. He translated it into Greek

and made out of it a book b\- adding all kinds of stories. Me gave

the book to his bisho]) who was delighted.

Judas Iscariot has possiblx- made his hrst appearance in the

Fourth Gospel. He is an invention of the second centurw That

may be learned from 1. Corninthians x\ . 5-8. That cha]:)ter has not

been written by I'aul, but b\' a later writer. It has been added to 1.

Corinth, and may belong to the Second Centurw The words that

concern us here are

:

He ap])eared to Cephas, then to the twehe ; then he

appeared to above five hundred brethren at once, of

whom the greater part remain until now, but some are

fallen aslee]) : then he appeared to James, then to all

the apostles ; and last of all he ajjpeared to me a

miscarriage.

There is no allusion whatever to a traitor. ]\rore(n-er ])eople

familiar with the Jewish customs as long as the Tem])le existed.

cannot believe that the High Priest would ha\e thought of hiring

a stranger whom n(^bod\- needed.

Besides. Jesus has had onl\- three companions. I'eter, James and

John. The twelve .\postles are those whom I'aul has a])i)ointed for

the (jentiles. That may be learned from llic Didaclie of iJic Twelve

Apostles, called also The Didachc of the Twelve . I pasties of the

(i entiles. I'rxennios has discovered that important little book and

has it iniblished in Constantinople in the year 1883.

Some officers of the High Friest had onlv to watch [esus during
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the da\' in the Temple and follow hini in the exening to his ([uarter

where he intended to eat the jiascha lamb. That was done of course

on the same day on which Jesus has cleansed the Temple. The

second night after the cleaning of the Temple, Jesus was arrested.

Jesus, according to the Syno])tic Ciospels, began and ended his

prophetic mission in I'alestine within less than one year. He re-

turned to his native land shortl\' after the da\' of Pentecost 28 and

was crucified on the da\' before the i)aschal lamb was eaten in the

year 29.

After this necessary de\iation. we ma\' tr}- to learn if possible

where and \\h\' Jesus has been so long awa}" from home Luke has

preserved a true story about Jesus when he was twelve _\ears old.

His parents went ever}' year to Jerusalem for the feast of the pass-

over. At that occasion the son forgot father and mother and re-

mained in the Temple with the Pharisees. His parents found him

at length there while he was with the Rabbis, listening to them and

asking cjuestions. All that heard him were amazed at his under-

standing. That revealed his inborn desire of learning all about God.

But he did not join the Pharisees. h~or he had made up his mind,

possibl}' then and there, to become a ])rophet.

Some of the prophets ha\"e written books which ha\e been i)re-

served in the ( )ld Testament. That has induced man_\- to belie\-e

that, with a few exceptions, the pro|)hets have died out not long

after the destruction of Jerusalem and the Tem])le i)_\' Nebuchad-

nezzar, liut that is a mistake. There have been ])ro])hets alwa_\s

among the Jews of P'alestine till the }ear 135 A. 1). After that

time, the_\- have been suppressed also in the Diaspora but mostl_\- b_\-

the Gentile Christians.

After Pompev had taken possession of Palestine for Rome 63

B. C., there was a change. Herod and later his sons ruled the prov-

ince for the Roman Empire. During their supremac\-, it became

very dangerous for prophets to be found by officers of the king

and later of the tetrarchs. Thus John the Baptist lost his life in the

year 28 A. D. Jesus himself had to hide for some time in a desert

because llerod the tetrarch wanted to arrest him also. Herod

Agrippa 1. killed James, the brother of John, with his sword. Such

happenings must have driven most prophets out of Palestine into

the Diaspora. For in all other Roman provinces, the Jewish re-

ligion had been declared by the Emperor a Religio Licita.

Under such conditions, Jesus like man}' other }()ung students
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left the home of his parents soon after his return from the Temple.

His father and mother had become convinced that he was eager to

study the art of the prophets in the Diaspora. In any case, he was

old enough to take care of himself somewhere in the Roman world.

One might compare him with the }oung scholars of the ]\Iiddle-

Ages. Man}- of them had to leave also very early their homes and

support themselves while the}' studied. Jesus was the oldest son of

a large family and the income of a carpenter in Nazareth less than

small. Also the case of Samuel ma}- be referred to. 1 lis mother

devoted him as a baby to the temple and he became a prophet.

From 63 P>. C, the Jews of Palestine grew more and more ex-

cited. The}- believed rightl}- their Clod was the onl}- true God.

Therefore they were convinced, as long as the Jews were faithful

to Him, He would protect His sons against all foreign suppressers.

Herod the Great kept them under strict control. That was rather

easy for him. because he was related to the High Priest. But after

his death in the year 4 B. C, Augustus ordered a census of Herod's

kingdom which was to be divided among the sons. The Emperor

had therefore to ascertain how much of the tribute had to be ()aid

by each division.

That led to the first revolt of the Jews against the Roman

government. The leader was Judas of Gaulanitis who claimed to be

the Messiah, Sabinus, not OUIRIXIUS, as he is named by mistake

Luke ii. 2, was sent by the Emperor to suppress the rebels. Judas

and his followers had in the meantime taken possession of the

Temple. That famous building was destroyed together with the

Jewish defenders after a long siege.

That event must have aroused Jesus and caused him to study

more carefully and earnestly than ever before his own conception

of God, as well as his God-inspired duty to his people. He more

than likely decided to visit for that ])uri)ose all the cities of the

Roman Emjjire where Jews were living. That meant, all the cities

in which Greeks had their homes in larger numbers. For the Jews

always followed the Greeks who were the merchants of the Empire

and whom the Jews supplied with the goods. Every great cit}-, no

matter where, including Rome itself, was filled with Jews. They

were not onl}- prosperous but also protected by the Roman goxern-

ment in their religious life. They had their synagogues and their

ancient religion had been declared by the Emperor Religio Licita.
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Xo Gentile \\as perniittetl to disturb the Jews and their reh^i(»u>

meetings.

The Jews had to pay indeed a regular tribute to the g()\ern-

ment. Ikit every other citizen without excejjtion had to do that also.

For that was the only way in which the Empire could defend all

subjects against enemies, wicked men and robbers, besides, cities,

streets and roads had to be built and extended in all directions from

one end of the Roman country to the other. All these roads had

to be kept in perfect condition.

Jesus learned all that in due time antl could not fail to recognize

the blessing, justice and necessity of what the go\'ernment of the

Gentiles achieved, lie also could not help to become acquainted

w^ith the Roman armies, the greatest and best the world has e\er

seen. Jesus was bound to become convinced that his countrx

.

Palestine, had no cause whatever to make war against the Romans,

and that any attempt to do so would end in the destruction of the

Jews at home and the Temple. Jesus himself has foretold the end

of the Temple and declared in public that the Roman tribute ought

to be paid by the Jews.

Thus Jesus had come to the conclusion that his (iod was not a

God of war but of peace. He had forbidden his disciples to fight

for him. The kingdom he was oiTering to his nation w^as not a

kingdom of this world, but the invisible kingdom that exists in the

hearts of his believers.

In closing, we turn to Matth. x, 3b-42. The fi\e parts of it are

related to each other. They belong to the last warnings [esus

gave his disciples. He foretold what was to happen to them after

his death. For he had not come to send peace on the earth but :\

sword.

That of course did not mean, his followers should take uj)

swords to fight for their new religion. Jesus had to call their atten-

tion to the fact that the}- had to face the same fate as he. Thus he

told them :

He tliat findeth his life shall lose it ; and he that loseth

it for my sake shall find it.

Jesus had to warn his disciples of what the future had in store for

them. For their countrymen believed, it was their divine dut\' to

fight for their independence. God Himself would guide them lo

an everlasting victory and establish on earth forever His kingdom

under his Messiah.
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Jesus had learned among the Romans that the kingdom of God

was and would be for ever invisible just as Ciod Himself. He told

the people

:

The kingdom of Ciod does not come while }OU wait

and watch the sky. Xor shall they say : Look here or

there. For behold, the kingdom of (iod is within }Ou.

That was the new message Jesus had to bring his nation. Tie

was convinced that the Jews of the Diaspora were ripe to accept

the new revelation. Therefor he sent Peter alone to them. His

two other disciples, he assigned to Palestine. For as long as the

Jews of the native land did not share the belief of Jesus, the jew^s

of the Empire would remain doubtful. Of course after the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem and the Temple, all the surviving Jews would

have believed in the revelation of Jesus.

But in the meantime, Paul had begun to convert (jentiles in

defiance of the clear w'arning and prohibition of the wise Master;

What he has foretold, was true. Put his work and sacrifice was de-

stro\ed. Our Jews belie\e in the Pharisees. Our Christians have

remained Gentiles.



^irSIC AND PHILOSOIMH'
BY FREi:)KRICK X. SARI)

Ml 'SIC, as form, fields onl_\- music as logic fields onl\- ])ro])Osi-

tions. Yet the space of acoustics is likewise the space of

mind and musical form is a part of the life of concei)ts and of

imagery. In the domain of thought music is privileged to stand

with other types of discourse. The last cpiartettes of I'eethoven,

for example, begin as sound but end at the farthest reach of thought.

Between the exact descriptions of science and the merging of

distinctions by m}stics we have not to choose. Xor do we require

the buttress of Croce's theory that esthetic experience is a form of

knowledge. \\'e do not ask of Beethoven's music that it give us

knowledge. What province is claimed for it bexond the limits of

sound ?

The major works of Beethoven sharpen the sensibilitx' to the

transcendental questions raised in the Old Testament and in the

L'panishads (and by derivation in the Gospels) ; in western litera-

ture from the Greeks to Shakespeare, Goethe, Kant. Such questions

as the place of mind in nature, the meaning of suffering, the nature

of time or death, Beetho\en knew and was concerned with. Thfse

questions are not futile when approached from the attitude of

searching rather than solving. The reach of mind grows with

aspiration, even if, like an as_\mptotic curve, it can ne\-er reach in-

finitv.

This essay aims to present the philosophy or philosophical lu'ge

underlying Beethoven's music at the point of maturity sometimes

called "the third period" or "the third style." The attempt is

predicated on the theory that music has a context derived from the

ruling or central ideology of a given time. This is not the ])lace to

present the thesis that western music is a commentarv on Chris-

tianit}-—its root-themes an expansion of the great leit-motifs of the
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Gospels : the dignity of humanit\- and the conquest of death. r)Ut

it nvdv be noted here that the individual genius of the composer, up

to the twentieth centur\-, has worked within these leit-motifs,

modified by cross-currents such as the French Revolution, the ro-

mantic movement in literature and the philosophies of idealism. The

present disintegrated state of the art of music is a reflex of dis-

integration in other fields : anfl is evidence that the humanistic

ideologies are no longer operative ; that no new ideology has taken

their ])lace.

Often a musician builds a work to a i)oetic text; we beg to re-

verse the process by using musical works as a path to the content of

the musician's mind. In choosing the meditation-form we wish to

indicate that no claim is matle for a one-to-one correspondence be-

tween r>eetho\en"s music and the context ])roposed.

P>kethoven's Lxxkr Lnn-;

And there appeared to Beethoven the desire to take an inventory

of his life; but his meditation merged with nuisical images, thematic

fragments of works abandoned

—

like the Macbeth and the Faust.

Memories rose to the surface and were carried away in the move-

ment of re\'ery. He was not at i)eace ; c|uestionings intruded, un-

solved in his favorite books—Job. Plutarch, The Tempest—which

ma\' be compared to regions of clarity surrounded by dark spaces.

lie compared his development to that of a tree, foliage potential

in the roots and growing inwardly, silently, incorporating influences

of light and atmosphere and the whole realm of nature, of which :it

is unaware. The feeling of novelt\-, of having added something not

])repared for, vanished in a calm surve\' of his works. There, in the

ver\ beginnings, were the roots of his later modes of expression.

As musician, he had not coveted other domains. This centraliza-

tion gave to his music a completeness new in the art. When .he

speculated on problems of destin}' it was from the same feeling "for

pla\''" which animated his music. .As his deafness increased he

withdrew deeper into himself, pursuing ideas as he did musical

images, into weighty digressions and hidden relationships. Tf. as

musician, he was restless in a given key, as thinker he had even

wider range for exploration.

The problem of his place in the scheme of things fascinated him.

Convenient solutions were at hand, sanctified solutions, but he was

intellectually honest and wished to break marble from his own
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c|uarries. From his earliest works, this determination to think for

himself was given free rein in the long sustained adagios.

In reaching out for some sign from nature, he never succumbed

to mysticism. The tree-simile pleased him as adequate for musical

form, but where has mind its roots? Xature presented to him a

possible s\nthesis provided that mind was not left outside it. At

one time, he leaned towards pantheism but now he realized that tlie

addition of minds does not make a uni\erse. If the world be intel-

ligent at the core, it was necessary to tunnel through to reach it.

I'antheism was too easy.

It was at the period of his I'ifth Symi)hony (1805-1807) that

his reverence for nature, as a spectacle, left unsatisfied his meta-

physical hunger, sharpened by reading and a distaste for organized

religion. The mood was assertixe rather than anahtical and reached

the Greek-Christian antithesis in the opening theme of the C minor

symphony, alleged to indicate "b\'ite knocking on the door," when,

it seems to us. it was P>eetho\en who issued the summons. In the

last movement of that s}mphon\', the vitalit\' of the artist sweeps the

problem into an ocean of rhythm. The conflict, however, was not

ended : only an armistice had been declared.

There followed a mood of Pascalian resignation before the im-

mensity of the problem. What might have happened had the

Upanishads come into his hands is an intriguing speculation, but

the deeper resignation of oriental genius would not have been with-

out profound influence on his mind. ( \'ears later he copied out in

his note-books man\- passages from the I'panishads ). lie was not

as susceptible as Wagner to exotic philosophies but the eagle

imagination of I5eetho\en would ha\e felt at home on Hiiiialaxan

heights.

In the seventh symphony ( 1812) he found a form in whicli the

creator, b\- a tour-de-force, might conquer fate: a veritable "will-

to-power" which earned for this s\mphony the title "Dion\sian.'" It

required, however, a crescendo of health beyond his powers t(j carr\-

forward this thrust. The reaction was ine\itable. The eighth

symphony was a respite; he returned to the attack in 1817, the De-

ginning of his "third period" during which he i)roduced the greatest

of his works: The Ninth Sym^jhony, The Missa Solemnis, and the

last quartettes.

In the challenge of the seventh .symphony, Ueethoven left the
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clue to a music of the future. In the bold lines of an Angelo car-

toon, he sketched the music of }ea-saying, bringing within human

compass those gods of fate, of closed-in-omniscience who are

credited with condemning mankind to inescapable suffering—the

god of Sophocles and the god of Job. Now they are made to dance

to transcendental irony. Beethoven announces man's capacit\- for

joy; with mockery he serenades the images of stone, then, suddenlw

hurls the whole orchestra at them. In the first and second move-

ments of this symphon}- he contemplates and addresses these gods

with measured dignit\'. In the allegretto he had even placed wreaths

around them: but in the last movement (with what cunning had he

prepared this ! ) he tears oft the mask of humility and crushes them

with sledge-hammer force; you hear the thud of the fall of the

leaden verities. With mind enfranchised, he asserts that suffering is

not the core of eristence; that a deaf, ill and harried man could

say "Yea"" ; and in that assertion the emotional scope of inusic

advanced centuries.

Again, in the last mo\'ement of the ninth symphony, he renewed

the struggle, but this time with the sup})ort of the humanitarian

Schiller, ending with a 1\ rical-religious setting supplied by "The

Ode to Joy."' In this music he succeeded in depicting joy but he was

not so successful in depicting brotherhood. Occasionally, as in the

piano sonata opus 111 and in the last quartettes, he was to recapture

the militancy, but in these works as a whole, it is renunciation that

is ennobled and deepened.

For these last works he must develop inner walls, proof against

clamorings, bickerings, intruders great and small, lie will select

the ripest fruits of his melos ; reach a greater internal coherency;

wrest a new inwardness from contemplation, so that his discourse

will satisfy the mind first before taking secondary substance through

instruments. And this depth will give forth its own light.

\\'ondrous, it seemed to him, that his deafness has opened hidden

doors for his music ; that an art which requires so many inter-

mediaries—notation, instrument, j)erformer—had in him reached

the point remotest from outer things; and his whole being rejoiced

in that memory and imagination had become peculiarly his instru-

ments, giving him ideal conditions for concentration, for canceling

the irrelevant, for control over the form of music.

To hold, without strain, the many phases of his life in an internal
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frame; to contain, as in a t^igantic bracket, the human and the

transcendental, was now the essence of his creative actix it\ . Tn the

retreat of the ensemble-form, he sought to forge his own ideology,

fusing eastern and western thought, to reach an outlook wider than

the ethos of Christianity. So these last quartettes became his s])i rit-

ual testament: the summit of his musical pilgrimage. From them we

venture to draw the affirmations imi)licit in these works.

1
') i-:kt 1 1 0V1-: x 's Avfi k m ati ox

s

Xot b\" annexing dominion in time and space is mind realized ;

nor b_\' prayer and ritual. Xo ethic, religion or philosoi)hy can

change the center of thought, transfer it to nature or gi\'e it a power

beyond its power.

Bv diverse routes, in changing keys and rhxthms. Mind e\er

returns on itself, enriched without concessions, ever enlarging its

capacitx', knower of LJrahm, Absolute, of the genius-line across

which nature walks with greater majesty.

So are creeds like the well-meaning friends of Job who. in

conciliation and casuistry, simulate the spirit. The thunder of the

whirl-wind must be answered by the thunder of Mind creati\e, else

we be as Lears babbling in the storm.

Seek not to compel the elements to answer your questions : but

take joy in the very motions of thought.

The silence of stars is not an impeachment of mind. One day

!Mind will address the universe in a language to which it can re-

spond.

I sought essence onl_\- to find form ; I explored form only to

discover meta- forms.

Whether and how parts are related to a whole or if the whole

inheres in every part—are themes of the one universal dialectic of

spirit, of which the great minds of east and west are forms.

Order is the ground of higher orders; their transforms are

a perpetual music of spirit.

Spirit, the Alelos; the ground of realit}" ; the voices of time,

space, minds ; here names end as sounds must end.

How satisfying are the ways of contemplation ! It knows no

hierarchy of matter-mind or mind-matter; requires no mediators;

where prophets speak truth, they are its servants ; dogmas cause
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it to discover new hiding places ; illusions cannot deceive it. It is

not Reason, but it opposes all that is contrary to reason. It is not

imagination, but imagination is its messenger. It is not wisdom,

but wisdom is nourished by it. It is not coerced by discipline of

logic but order is at its core, and all tangents of disorder, when

carried too far, fall back into it. It requires neither number nor

space but from it spring number and space. It is not form but

is the matrix of forms.

The matrix of life, of light, of energy, works in manifold

paths; where two paths join, there is mind; where three paths

converge there is spirit. The one path of light and the one path

of body, these make mind. The three enter the field of transforms

where high asjMring meditation yields to music its precious fruits.

In the heart of this music dwells the secret of transformation—
the white perfect of God.

Spirit of Spirits, through whom space is infinite and time is

endless, who art raised high above all limits of upward struggling

thought. Thou art mind's summit ; form of forms ; transform of

forms. Our creations are but as the shadows of thy wings ; our

highest thoughts seek but cannot embody thee. Thy light is the

source of suns as it is the source of mind. Thou art so that the

heavens might be and all the systems that roll below and above

us. Thv essence is certain and that which comes into being smgs

praises to thee. As thou art free of desire, no external force

moved thee to create. Spirit of Spirits, to whom the human mind

lifts its desire, in thee to be purified of desire.



THE ETHICS AXD TECHNIQUE OV RETIRING
BY VICTOR S. YARROS

WE Americans are, proverbially, a strenuous, hard-\vorkin<?

people. Eew of us retire from business unless compelled to

do so bv the rules and regulations of banks, corporations, universi-

ties and governmental services. Most of us die in harness, and, in

the words of the late Col. Theodore Roosevelt, j^refer to wear out

instead of rusting out. The federal treasury's income tax data show,

among other interesting things, that e\en the men of great wealth

remain in industry or trade, or in the ])rofessions. and derive a

considerable part of their annual incomes from business activities.

Is this, on the whole, a sound polic}- either from the individual

or the social point of view? Should men retire at a certain age,

conscious of having done their duty to the communit}' and to

humanity and spend a few years, or even several years, far from

the madding crowd—traveling, seeing the picturescjue and fascinat-

ing world, listening to music, going to the theater and cinema,

attending scientific and sociological conferences,— in short, enioxing'

themselves rationall\' and loafing with their souls as companions?

Lately, in American and British periodicals the question has been

raised whether useful persons have a moral right to retire and

amuse themselves. It has been affirmed that the ethical aspect of

the retirement problem has been wholly neglected in the past, and

that it must now be faced frankly and fairlw

Mr. li. (j. Wells, in his sprawling social novel, The World of

IVilliani Clissold. has drawn up a sweeping indictment of the thou-

sands of retired and all-but-retired men of affairs who fill the hotels

and villas of Southern Erance and the Riviera, wdio have nothing

to do and kill time by playing golf and tennis, dancing, flirting, giving

and patronizing tea parties and dinners. ]\Ir. Wells groans over

the abilit}-, energ}-, intellectual po^\•er and ripe wisdom wasted by
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these idle hosts, who, after all, cannot escape boredom and ennui.

He demands service of them—disinterested, tolerant, wise counsel,

at least, if not active management of important public affairs.

This idea is not startling or revolutionary. Some men have re-

tired and do retire from business in order to be free to devote their

time and gifts to various altruistic activities. The example of Mr.

Edward Bok scarcely needs to be recalled here. Retired men of

large affairs are found on charity and hospital boards, foundations,

and the like. TUit the number of such men is admittedly small in

America, and is growing smaller in Europe with the irresistible

advance of democratic ideas and of the conception of service as the

only real title income or wealth. The acceptance of the principle

of service, however, obviously complicates the retirement problem.

\\'ill men and women increasingly feel that they must work as long

as health and strength permit, or will society concede the right as

well as the wisdom of giving up one's regular job voluntarily in

advance of disability and of playing the part of an interested spec-

tator of the drama of life and doing what one pleases during the

years of earned leisure?

Let it be said at once that if society were to establish the institu-

tion of "elder guides" and really demand appropriate and dignified

service of such persons, few would be so mean, callous and malicious

as to decline that duty and opportunity. Hut the West has no such

institution and is not considering the creation of one. To remain in

business or in the professions to the end of the span of life is to

remain in the struggle, the scramble, the pursuit of mone\- and

power. Is it not better to retire and make way for }Ounger and

naturally ambitious men and women ?

So far as the sense of moral obligation is concerned, it is certain

that even the most sensitive conscience will not trouble him or her

who has devoted thirty-five or forty years of adult life to the serious

competitive business of getting a living in a legitimate and honorable

occupation. The collective social conscience is not likely to demur

to the spontaneous conclusion of the developed and alert individual

conscience in the premises.

Moreover, retired business or professional men need not be

entirely useless to their families, groups and communities. There

are amusements and amusements. To attend scientific and philo-

sophical lectures; to patronize good music and the artistic and

literarv drama ; to travel and write accounts of one's wanderings

;
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to read or re-read hooks of xaliu' and merit, and lo discnss tliem ;

to form groups for stud}- and debates—to do such things as these

is )iot to waste time and depri\'e societ\' of possible intellectual and

spiritual benefits. And, after all, cultixated men and women retire

not to dance and pla\' cards, but to enjoy the liner pleasures of life.

These pleasures are not selfish; the\' can be shared with others

and made to contribute to social progress.

The exjyedicncy of retiring is a more difticult question, i Ic who
lacks resources in himself, who has not formed habits of reading,

stud}', contemplation, creative listening to music and the s])oken

drama: he who is not really interested in intellectual, social, ;esthetic

and ethical problems: he to whom travel means no more than drift-

ing and changes of the external scene and who is restless and dis-

contented ever} where, cannot be advised to retire. Me would "go

to pieces"; he would be cutting his life short; he wcnild make others

miserable. l'>ut he who has the art of making good use of leisure,

with profit to himself and to his companions and friends, sliould

certainl}' be encouraged to retire while still in possession of his

faculties, while still avid and appreciative of the fine things of life,

while ph}-sically and mentally capable of educational delights and

elevated and noble pleasures.

Long ago the late Herbert Spencer told .Vmericans that the\ did

not know how to rest and relax, how to enjo}- beauty and other

spiritual luxuries. The same re])roach is brought against them

toda}', and with the same force and truth. Ikit they are not to be

blamed for their aversion to idleness; the fact is, they have not been

prepared for leisure. \\& are just beginning to learn that leisure is

not an unmixed blessing; that it hath its perils and snares, and that

men and women must be trained for leisure as well as for work and

concentrated, fruitful study. The notion that only the wage w(jrkers

need preparation for leisure is shallow and unfounded; the axerage

man of affairs is quite as unprepared for emancipation from routine

and the daily grind.

It is, indeed this unpreparedness for leisure that leads so man\-

Americans to assert that work is the greatest fun in life, and that

if you love }our profession, or job. or business, it would be the

height of folly to abandon it for any other pursuit or interest in

the world. Of course, we should love our work, find it creati\e,

absorbing, fascinating. Work should be joy—and it is to be ho])ed

that some dav that consummation will be effected. But work should
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not be the only fun desired and enjoyed. Even the savant, the

specialist, the philosojilier, the inventor should not renounce other

kinds and forms of fun. There is a distinguished physicist and

mathematician in Chicago who devotes hours every week to the

reading and re-reading of Italian and Spanish plays and novels in

the original language. Xo man on earth loves his work and labora-

tory more than this great scientist, whom the world has repeatedlv

and signally honored for enduring contributions to his branches of

research. But he repudiates the idea that it is unworthy of a scholar

to enjoy dramas, comedies, novels, poetry, even nonsense of the

Lear-Carroll varities. He used to play tennis and golf, and to attend

concerts and recitals.

Life and work are by no means synonymous terms. W'e have

man}- faculties and aptitudes to develop, and he who has neglected

any of these has not come into his full inheritance, has not lived

abundantly, has not made the most of human life. Darwin lost his

taste for poetry as the result of years of hard work and experimenta-

tion in a laborator\-, but that was an unnecessary loss. Science and

poetry are not mutually incompatible, and there is time for all things

desirable and lovely to him who has learned how to husband his re-

sources.

\\ hat we need in this country is organization for leisure. The

indi\idual may fear idleness even if he be highl\' cultivated, versatile

and resourceful. He is not sure that he will find congenial asso-

ciates, and he knows how busy people—or people who affect to be

very busy—receive visitors who drop in for a chat. He feels that

the atmosphere of the country is chilly and unfriendl}' to retired

persons; he has, perhaps, himself snubbed and cold-shouldered such

persons and felt pity and contempt for them. lUit the situation

would be changed if groups and societies were organized everywhere

for the declared purpose of imjn'oving leisure and enjoving it

worthily. Groups might be organized for stvidy and discussion, for

the reading and interpretation of epoch-making or classical books,

for courses of lectures on abstract and other sciences, for the per-

formance and enjoyment of chamber music, for excursions, "hikes,"

explorations, tours, and the like.

Such organizations would advertise the availaltilitv of competent,

experienced, broad minded men and women for all kinds of social,

philanthropic and charitable activities. There are many art insti-

tutes, s_\-mphon\- orchestra associations, natural history museums,
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chamber music organizations, and the Hke that need and would

greatly benetit by the sober minded, sensible advice of cultivated and

tra\eled la\meu. Xo indi\idual can offer himself for membership

in an\' such organization. e\en if his or her qualitications for the i)art

be conspicuous. A strong group of retired persons willing and able

to give gratuitous service to the community— to art, science, educa-

tion, benevolence—would not hesitate to make it known that its

members were ready to respond to calls for aid and advice.

The writer of these lines has friends who, like himself, feel that

the}' have earned leisure and the privilege of retiring from regular,

gainful work. The}- are not weary of their jobs; on the contrar} ,

they find those jobs as stimulating and interesting as when the}-

first tackled them thirt}- or thirt}--five }-ears ago. But the\- long for

freedoni and for certain pleasures that are barred by "jobs."

Travel, of course, is one of these pleasures, but b}- no means the onl}-

one.

Who will start the first club or organization of retired or retiring

business and professional men? New York. Chicago. Philadelphia.

ISoston, San Francisco. Los Angeles, and some other American cities

are clearl}- the indicated leaders of the coming movement for the

intelligent utilization of leisure b}- individuals, groups and clubs.

Perhaps the first step to be taken on the eve of that movement is

the publication of a small monthly periodical for and b}- men and

women interested in the retiring problem and desirous of ideas and

suggestions concerning the several aspects of that far from easy

problem.



THE RELIGIOUS SPECULATIONS OF JAKOB BOEH^IE
BY BIRGER R. HEADSTROM

IN his treatment of the rehgious problem, which had been initiated

by the intellectual movement of the Renaissance, Boehme met

with two seemingly insuperable difficulties: the remoteness of God.

who dwells according to the learned, in the far away heavens and

the insignificant place man occupies in Nature, ami the struggle of

good with evil, both in the world of men and in Nature: in other

words, the cjuestion : How is the existence of evil compatible with

the existence of God?

To him, however, God is not far, and I leaven is not in the sky

but rather within oneself: we live in God and God in us, and if we
are pure and holy, then we are God, for within us there stir the

same powers as in God, and in the whole of Nature. The underlying

thought of this is that God's power and essence mo\e in all things,

in us equall}' as well as in the outer masses, that God is not sundered

from Nature but is as related to it as the soul is to the bod\'. Fire,

air, water, earth.—all is God, otherwise we cannot be God's image,

for we cannot be of other matter than Cjod Himself. \\ henever we
regard the earth, the stars, or the great depths we see God. and in

this same God we are and lixe. That is. it is the force from which

they derive their life that dwells in us; and furthermore, the inner

motions in Man are the same as those which take place in ( iod.

Onl\' in the spirit of Man is He recognized; in all the processes of

Nature, He is concealed. Man can therefore understand nothing

of God if his soul is separated from Him.

Boehme was aware, however, of the criticism which could be

addressed to this line of thought for he wrote: "Hear and see. and

note the difiference. My writing is not heathen but philosojihical.

Moreover, I am no heathen, but have a deep and true knowledge of

the one great God who is all !" This view had made the world alive
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for liini, and furlhennore had shown liini that iho spirit within it

is the one \\hich moxes at the heart of all thini^s. Such a thought

he had tried to put aside, but fear and anxietv had led liiin to its

further consideration, until lie graduallx' became conxinced of its

possibility as a solution to the tormentiui^- iM-oblem which for a time

had ahnost driven him to des])air.^ For in this idea, the reli.^ious

longing after inner imion with (iod agreed with the ])hiloso])hical

need of an interconnection between all things, both linding sui)])ort

in the naturo-i)liilosophical doctrine of Paracelsus that man consists

of the same elements as the universe.

It was largely due to the intluence of Paracelsus that lloehme

was able to proceed to the next step in his problem. He had already

asked himself in what manner the outer world of sense had arisen,

and why all things do not exist in such an inner and harmonious

interconnection that anxieties, such as had tormented him. could

not arise? Guided by the view of the alchemist that the differentia-

tion of the elements had taken jilace through a process of separation,

he g'raduall}' arrived at the question of the origin of evil, intensified

for him as he desired to know nothing of God apart from the world

and souls, conceixing, instead, the life of these to be part of (iod's

own life, bor the cobbler, e\i\ is ])recisel\ due to the fact that ^ve

seek to separate ourselves from the whole complex to be a totalitx'.

though we are merely a ]iart-thereby giving rise to disunion, dissen-

sion, and consecjuently the ])ain of the world. 1 hat he was at all

able to discuss this (|uestion and solve its implications is attributable,

as he explained, to that same spirit which not onl\- moves in the

world, and has done so since eternit}', but which also moves within

himself. That is, he emj^loyed his own inner ex])eriences and strug"-

gles to exjjlain Xature and its history, and to understand, as Axell,

the innermost moving force of all things. And though he depicted

a series of processes and catastro])hes, a whole world-drama as it

were, he did not impl}- that such actually happened at an\- definite

time or place, nor that it de\'eloped historically and successively.

He described rather what constantly is in i)rogress ever_\where, the

eternal fundamental relations of the world-powers, the struggle

which continues unceasinglx'. "My meaning is not that there is in

heaven an}- particular place or a particular bodv where the fire of

the divine life breaks forth . . . but I speak in this bodily fashion for

the sake of m}- readers' lack of understanding: for thou canst name

1 Morgcnrdte im Aufgang, chaps, xix. xxv.
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no place—neither in heaven nor in this world—where the divine

ought not to be and is not." "And although I have written here how
everything happened, and how everything became formed and

shaped, and how the Deity burst forth—yet thou durst not therefore

think that there is ever any rest or extinction and afterwards a

fresh bursting forth. Oh no, but I must write bit by bit for the

sake of 'my readers' lack of understanding." "The birth of Nature

takes place to-da\-, just as it did in the beginning." "With the

di\'ine happenings there is no beginning, middle or end." "Thou

must know that I do not write this as a history, which has been

related to me by some one else, but that I m\self must always stand

in the midst of this same battle, in which I, like other men, am often

tripped up."

Convinced that nothing can be explained out of an absolute

unity, I')oehme was thoroughly opposed to the theory of creation out

of nothing, h^or him, there lies in the essence of ("lod a pluralit\- of

moments, an inner, original antithesis that finds expression, so to

speak, as a source of all life.- God is not only the positive moment
Yes, but also Xo, for otherwise there would be nothing that could

be decidedly prominent. Neither would there be a will, for pure

unit}' possesses nothing in itself that it could will. This original

element of opposition he called, in his mythological language, the

wrath of God and the fundament of hell. In other words, wrath is

as original with God as love; he is the fundament of hell as well as

blessedness. For, he asked, where should anger come from, if it

chd not have its root in God? However, this wrath is only a mo-

ment which serves as a means to enable love to arri\e consciously

into ])rominence. The fundamental significance of Life rec|uires

such an opposition for otherwise in Nature there would be no mo-

tion, growth, and impulse in everything. Kver\thing was resolved

by him into active forces and tendencies; and without a ])luralit\' of

(pialities, i. e. difference of (|ualities/'^ no motion, no life, in fact, no

consciousness would be possible.

1 he acceptance of this original unity of opposites still leaves,

however, the question of how can such a unity be reconciled with

our experience of the hardness and bitterness in the world, and

particularl\- of the struggle between good and evil, both in the inner

- Vide TJicosophischcn Pragcn.

"^ Boehme explained the word "quality" as expressing an inspired thought

;

"Quality is the mobility or impulse of a thing."
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and outer world, for obviousl\- plurality can no more be deduced

from absolute unity than discord from absolute harmonw In the

drama in which the members of the Trinity (the primitive qualities )

and the host of archangels all take part, the main point is that nne

of the elements in the original nature of the Deity, wrath, or the

Xo, becomes desirous of ruling the whole, in other words, not satis-

tied with being a moment it aspires to be a totalitw Essentially

it is this: that Lucifer triumphs over the entire Deit\' and aims to a

prouder and more splendid Oitalificicriuu/^ than (iod Himself. The

opposites, being dislodged from their original harmonious union.

give rise to the pain and strife of the world and accordingly dehne

the world as we now know it. b^or P)oehme, then, evil existed before

men. its germ is in Nature itself, lujually as well, the stor\- of crea-

tion, as told in the first book of Moses, had little significance, for.

according to him, "it runs contrary to i^hilosoph}' and reason." Xor

could he believe that "that worthy man Moses was its author." I'or

the most part, he followed his own thoughts, having little use for

the wa\s of the philosophers and theologians "since 1 ha\e ieaint

nothing from them ; but have another schoolmaster which is che

whole of Xature."

The view, which man\- held, that (lod designedl}- chooses some

men for blessedness, while ordaining others to condemnation, seemed

to Boehme absurd, and he would not have beliexed it even had Paul

or Peter written so, for to him (iod does not will e\il, nor did lie

foreknow what had happened. Yet. evil must ha\e its root in (lod.

for He is the author of all things; but it is the negative moment,

the "fundament of Hell" which is merely a divine element separated

from the original harmony ; it is "(lod against God." as he expressly

wrote.'* It is for this reason that the struggle in the world is so

stern and violent: divine power is fighting on both sides! And so

arises the fear and pain from the struggle with self, and from which

P)Oehme saved himself b\' taking refuge in the thought of the heart

of God, unceasingly combating the hardness and bitterness of the

world.

That the involuntary precedes the Aoluntarw Poehme was c[uite

aware, for he found the origin of evil to lie in the involuntar_\-

ground of Xature, and not in God's free will. Yet he failed to grasp

the significance of the gap from difference to strife, from contrast

^ QnaJificicning is the same as motion ( Bezi'cguug)

.

•^ Morgenrotc, chap, xiv tf72.
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to separation: nor could he explain how Lucifer's pride arose. Tkit

in spite of this, he had embarked on a course of tliought from which

he could not deviate, and though he did not know whither it was

leading he at least felt the new powers which his thoughts had

initiated.

A faithful believer in positive Lutheranism, he saw% however,

that if divine light and life serve as a balance to the hardness and

bitterness which pervade the whole of Nature, admission to that

light cannot be limited, that is, every man may work or grow through

the "anger" to the "love." "He who has love in his heart and leads

a merciful and gentle life, striving against evil and pressing through

the anger of God into the light,—he lives with God and is one in

spirit with Him, for God requires no other service." Though these

words may seem "curious and without foundation" they have a

secure place in Roehme's fundamental notions, and express as well

that universalistic tendenc\- that characterized the philosophy of the

Renaissance, and which is closely linked up with the idea that Man
once more believed in his natural powers and dared to use his own
thoughts. At any rate, Boehme treated his problems with an intel-

lectual force and freedom that carried him far beyond the limits of

dogmatism, and lastly, his religious speculations only become really

comi)rehensible when considered in connection wdth the new cos-

molog}'. especially with the ideas of Paracelsus and Copernicus.
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